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BROWDER PLANS TO
Verdict In START
REBUILDING.

Not Guilty
Morns Murder nal

Mrs. Browder Suffers
Cerebral Hemorrha7e

.

Army Base For t-L,.‘3(,,,, survey
Here Has Rumors Flying Fast

The many friends of Mrs. Bud
•
feed store of the 'Browder will regret to learn that
The retail
Fulton
Company has glfe' is confined to the
Browder Milling
reopened for business in its old Hospital after suffering a cere•
location next to the ruins of the bral hemorrhage at her home on
Is there an Army Airbase, training camp,or Army post scheduA verdict of not- guilty has man's wife and Mrs. and Mrs.
The building Carr Street. Mrs. Browder was
mill.
fire-swept
appeared before
January Jesse Harding
ed
the immediate Fulton area? The prospect for such military
for
been returned by the
chair
when Rotarians Hear
housing this store was of con- sitting quietly in a
term of court in the case of Noah the Grand Jury offering testiwas stricken.
activity
here may be a bee in the bonnet of some War Department
was
she
by
structurally
unhurt
and
crete
the
last mony linking Surrett with
Elvin Surrett, 30, indicted
Thursday she Judge Gardner
At press time
as far as Fulton is concerned the prospect is a "reality".
blaze.
but
the
agency,
of murder.
September for the murder
Judge "Bunk" Gardner, MayWith the clearing of debris al- was some improved, though in a
The indictment resulted after a
as far as Rumor goes.
is,
That
Sterling Morris, 81. Morris was
joins
field, was the featured speaker on
most completed, construction will critical condition. The News
found dying in his West Hick- family argument, (Surrett is reFor the past several months the News has listened Minced corfriends and lor family an interesting program at Tuesmany
her
a
rebuilding
on
begin
quickly
man trailer home on Holloween lated to the Hardings) and the
modern feed and meal mill on in wishing her a speedy cocovery. day's Rotary Luncheon here this ner prognostications regarding the proposed project and it all started
night in 1947. Apparently the vic- five appeared to name Surrett as
week.
site of the old buildings, n E.
the
back last Summer when a crew of Department of the Interim Jurtim of robbery, he had been shot the murderer. Surrett, whose
In his talk, Judge Gardner
manager, announced
in the right side, with the bullet home is in Bruceton, Tenn., was Williamson,
veyors started working on a tract
spoke of the conditions in Centhis week. Initial foundation work
penetrating through the right reported visiting in West Hickof land lying between the G. M.
and
good
the
Department
Of
Scuttlebutt
and
Amerya
next
tral
week.
start
possibly
may
hip. A small amount of money, all man on the day of the murder.
& 0. Railroad and the Illinois
bad points of our "Good neighThe new feed mill will be set
the victim had, had been stolen. He was acquitted, however for
With the animated talk of the Central Railroad, near Obion
He
America.
Latin
in
policy
feet
Line
bor"
10
from
'State
back
Army installa- Creek_
The murderer left no clues and lack of circumstantial evidence.
served as Judge of the Supreme possibility of an
handed down more than the old one, permitting
Other verdicts
The surveying crews worked
the case was considered closed
tion here, the News learned
12-year, Ceurt of Panama for 11 years.
unprecedented
An
and
unloading
loading
better
of were as follows:
there for several weeks, and
until last September term
that:
contract was signed tocoaching
accompanwas
Gardner
Judge
coneasing
street
and
platforms
Lawrence Gilliland and Charmuch to the consternation of the
court when five persons, James
Football ied by J. 0. Lewis and
Head
Hugh
Mr. day between
two gestion from big trucks,
Prather, Luther Presson, the dead les Gilliland sentenced to
The base would be located on local citizens living in the area,
(Bear) Bryant and Williams, other Mayfield RotarPaul
Coach
announced.
Williamson
years each for grand larceny in
property-owners on
the
the Mississippi river so that at- and
The new building will be of the University of Kentucky Ath- ians.
the theft of copper wire from the
omic bombs could be loaded whose property they were workAssociation.
letic
brick
and
tile,
consteel
modern
REA and selling the copper to a
information
onto submarines plying the ing, little or no
Athletic Director B. A. Shively,
sunk dealer. They entered pleas crete construction, and will be
waters. River stay way from could be gleaned from the surit
its
At
highest
point
fireproof.
the
of
completion
announced
who
of guilty.
veyors. Finally, in the same unthis door!
will rise some 44 feet from the long-term
agreement, said the
manner in which
Josh Upshaw, fined $50 and
ceremonious
supplments
effect
street.
in
contract
new
John Daniel, an employee of costs for "cutting in Sudden heat
being built to they arrived, they left.
is
Williamson
announced
pact
base
Mr.
also
10-year
This
former
Bryant's
Within the past week, however,
the City National Bank for the and passion." He entered a plea that the mill has purchased some
Seetices for beloved Mrs. Sam store atomic bombs so that they
with the University, which had
and
past 15 years has been taken into of guilty.
well
J. Holt, a prominent and
out by land, wa- the surveyors have returned
its
of
the
of
at
back
concarried
feet
land
new
40
The
be
run.
can
to
years
five
are working diligently on a tract
the "official family" as assistant
respected citizen of the Liberty ter and air. A-tom-ic Rot!
L. Henson, fined $50 and site, including an old
brick
Elbert
1951,
1,
Jan.
to
retroactive
is
tract
cashier. Clyde Williams, execuof land of 650 acres which faces
Community were held
a and extends through December, Church
costs for "striking in sudden heat structure formerly used as
and
tive vice-president and cashier of
Sunday afternoon at two o'clock
passion." He entered a plea carriage house, from the Willing- 1962.
be built be- the Columbus-Oakton Road
to
is
and
base
The
the bank announced today. Mr. of
Church
at the Liberty Baptist
so that backs on the Obion Creek. Owner
this
railroads
of
estate.
ham
two
Ownership
long
the
guilty.
new
the
tween
of
negotiation
The
of the property (local rumor has
Daniel has been a teller in the
$50 property will enable the mill to term agreement, believed
Palbert Oathsfault fined
un- with the Rev. Russell Crouse, of- the soldiers can be evacuated,
it that an option to buy has been
bank for about eight years and
costs for "striking in suciden provide through
access equalled by any other school in ficiating. Burial under the direc- but quick. Going my way, bub?
driving
and
was in the
given to the Government) reportprior to that time
tion of Whitnel Funeral Home
heart and passion." He entered a either from the front or rear.
squelch
to
served
country,
the
ed to the News on Wednesday
bookkeeping department.
was in the church cemetery.
plea of guilty.
Ad infinitum!
rumors prevalent for several
that he knows nothing of the purMrs. Holt, who had lived on
Mr. Daniel was formerly conJustin Attebery, Circuit Court
weeks that Coach Bryant would
pose of the survey, and further
her farm on the West State Line
nected with banks in Memphis. Clerk announced
the names of
a
leave Kentucky in favor of
has given no option on the .prowas stricken with a heart attack
He is married to the former Lucy the Fulton Countians who will
position with various while
coaching
driving her car down Lake
PertY•
Bowers, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. form the Jury Commission for
professional
other collegiate or
Some measure of fact however,
Street last Saturday. She had the
C. J. Bowers. They have one son. 1951. The men are charged with
teams.
has come from the rumors. It is
presence of -mind to call for help
the the selection of the jury for each
Other officers elected at
Texas Gas Transmission Cordrawn
was
contract
neew
The
reported from an unreliably
meeting of stockholders of the terms of
annual
court and are poration is increasing its daily up as a reward to Coach Bryant and was heard by James Edward
On January 1 all unpaid regu- impeachable source that the Tex.'s
Lawson and Robert Burns who
60
on January 9 are as follows:
Jury Wheel, natural gas deliveries by
custodians of the
difor his "amazingly successful
in the hands of the Gas
Company,
Transmission
Joe automatically selects the jurors. million cubic feet, the Company rection of Kentucky football to jumped in the car and took con- lar tax bills
N. G. Cooke, president;
trol The men rushed her to the sheriff for collection become de- which is laying a line within the
They are: Grady Varden, Ful- announced today. The company national
Browder, vice-president: Clyde P.
for
and
prominence
linquent and a penalty is appli
area of the
Colurnbus-Oakton
Atwell, Cayce and will furnish Fulton its gas when guiding University grid teams to Fulton Hospital where she died
vice presi- ton; Clem
Willtams, executive
to each tax bill. The sheriff's communities, has been
notified
a few minutes later.
the local plan is approved.
dent and cashier and Series J. Paul Clack, Hickman.
imthe best record in terms of
The deceased was a devout and first duty, in an effort to satipy that if any military activity reincrease
the
said
Pigue, assistant cashier.
Company
The
portance that they have ever en- loyal member ot the Liberty Bap- the delinquent tax bill is to
sults from the survey, they (TexDirectors are: Joe Browder, N.
is made possible by completion joyed," Shively said.
tist Church. Her life was char- train and sell personal proeferty as Gas) will be asked to re-route
G. Cooke, C. P. Williams, L. F.
station
constrUCcompressor'
of a
y their line.
acterized by her good deeds and of the taxpayer sufficient to
several
Burke, L. H. Weeks, J. D. Davis,
begun
tion program
HOMEMAKERS TO MEET
Further, a prominent farmer in kindnesses., which she imparted to the tax bill. If there is no
L E. Browder.
months sem
her friends Mal neighbors. She al property or if the pentane' ra- the Columbus Community after
Club
Hograitiekers
Victory
The
sysTexes..cias
2400-n4le
The
found and sold is not
having drummed the surveying'
23 numbered her friends by her ac- perty
"Conte's/fan' of Sins" was eke tem now serves l'esIdential and will meet Tuesdask" January
quaintances and wairliSved by all fcient to satisfy the tax bill, the activity with a Govesgment offiHerman
Mrs.
with
m.
10:30
at
Missthe
in
customers
discusindustrial
gebject -of 'a Initiire and
with whom she came in contact. sheriff is required to enter a no- cial has abandoned' Olans tit'do
regular issippi and Ohio River areas wittr Roberts on the Hickman High- The people in the Liberty Church tation to that effect upon the tax extensive repairs on his home,
at the
on
to
urged.
are
members
All
way.
gas
of
feet
cubic
million
St.
at
class
over 708
weekly Enquity
community who knew her so bill and to advertise and otter which he had pianned to do beattend.
Edwards Catholic Church in Ful- a day.
well, deeply mourn her passing. for sale the tax claim if there is fore the surveying started. This
A representative of the Padu- ton.
Mrs. Holt was born February any real estate owned by the de- decision on the part of the farmer
cah social security office will be
conducted
The classes, being
may result from caution, rather
21, 1887 in St. Genevie, Mo., the linquent taxpayer.
Fulton, by the Rev. Martin
at the Post Office in
Mattingly,
than fact, however. His home is
daughter of Furman and Clara
Sheriff, J. T. Davie, states that
Kentucky. Wednesday, January Pastor of the Church, deal with
Culver Clifton. She was married he will be at the City Hall in situated in the heart of the sur24, at 10:00 a. m. He will take the different
teachings of the
early in life to Ben Browning Fulton, Kentucky on Friday, Jan- veyor's land-marks.
claims of retired workers. de- Catholic Church, with.a different
Rumors often result in fact as
of Cleveland, Miss, and to this uary 19, to collect taxes.
pendents and survivors; issue so- subject selected each week.
did the lisseendaus atomic energy
union two children ware born.
cards; and districial security
teachUse
in
Anyone interested
Her husband preceded her
in
On January 1, 1951, there was project at Paducah. It Is possible
ex- ings of the
btde informational leaflets
Church,
Catholic
death several years ago. In 1930 a 2% penalty added on all tax too, that the Department Of the
plaining phases of the amended whether from a cultural standCompany 'paid out in this area appears yood.Alier-e -she was married to Sam J. Holt bills; and on February 1, there Interior is making a perfunctory
Swift &
Social Security Act.
point or from mere curiosity, is
change in milk and moved with him to a farm in will be a 6% penalty added on survey of the area for possible ,
The Social Security administra- invited to attend these classes. $1,333,000 in the Fulton, Ky., area I will be not much
expansion of the Paducah acwill be down the vicinity of Liberty Church. unpaid tax bills.
butter
attention to the pro- There is no obligation
tion calls
whatso- during 1950 to operate its dairyi supply;
tivity.
united with
and poultry plant, Mr. A. B. somewhat; poultry supplies will She and Mr. Holt
vision in the new social security ever.
It is the studied opinion of
plant,; be unchanged to slightly more, this church and since his death
law for the payment of monthly
Classes are held eaeh Thurs- Thacker, manager of the
many local business leaders that
and egg production will be down in 1938 she has lived alone on this
insurance benefits to the wife of a day
evening at St. Edwards reported.
local civic organizations should
being 'devoted to her
available farm,
This expenditure included pay- ! a little, but supplies
retired worker regardless of her School on Eddings Street, (adpursue the
rumors and make
probably will church, her home and her family.
present age, if she has a child un- joining the Church). at 7:30 P. In• roll, local taxes, supplies, dairy I for consumption
them fact and what's more the
She leaves her daughter, Mrs.
and poultry products and other , be higher.
der 18 in her care. Under the old
Ed Hardy of Union City, a son
First News publishers heartily concur.
members of the
The
expenses involved in the opera- I "Consumer demand for dairy
payments were not
law, such
Browning of Hopkins- Christian Church have instituted
and poultry products should re- Furman
tion of the plant, he said.
made until she became 65. Woville and a sister-in-law, 'Mrs. D. a "family night" get-to-gether,
"The amount paid for opera- main strong in 1951. High wage
men who meet this requirement
A. Rogers of Fulton.
a
which promises tc become
tion of the plant was more than rates, overtime in defense work,
should file new claims for insurmonthly affair so successful was
last year," Mr. Thacker said. more jobs, and the gradual deance payments.
HOLIDAY
LEGAL
conof
supplies
Wednesday
meeting
the first
"This was due to generally in- cline expected in
A representative of the PaduToday (Friday) is a Legal
Appointment of Forrest W.
cah social security officals at the Bradley as superintendent of creased cost of all supplies, and sumer durable goods all are ex- holiday in Kentucky, being the night.
A benefit dance will be held
a
toward
Post Office in Fulton, Kentucky, Co)umbus-Belmont State Park in increased earnings of employees." pected to contribute
birthday of General Robert E. ilach family brought a revered tonight at the Elks Club following
Mr. Thacker said the Fulton, higher demand. Tending to offset Lee.
the second and fourth Wednes- Hickman County was announced
Both Fulton banks will be dish and following the delicious the basketball games here, with
days of each month at 10:00 a. m. here today by Henry Ward, State Ky. plant will play an important these factors are tax increases, closed all day.
meal prayer services were held. the proceeds going to the March
If you have any questions about' Commissioner of Conservation. role in providing food and other consumer credit curbs, and more
Rev. L. R. Still, pastor of the of Dimes Polio Fund.
pre- emphasis on voluntary governnational
for
needs
essential
social security, call on him and Mr. Bradley
succeeds Charles
conducted the services
Rod Brasfield of NBC's "Grand church
The dance, sponsored by
On the
the
ment bond purchases.
he will be glad to help you.
several paredness7
resigned
Wilson who
Minnie Pearl, among the young people and Mrs. Elks, will start about 10: p. in,
said, the food whole, it seems to be fairly safe Ole Opry" asked
he
general,
In
adults.
the
of
man
charge
a
to
you
weeks ago.
and
do
yould
took
last
"What
Still
until
conThe
midnight.
picture fpr 1951 is good— to assume that demand will
CAYCE SCHOOL NEWS
.
4"
Mr. Bradley is a graduate of a supply
Bible quizzes, prayer and de- public is invited; adult tickets
over the UMwho
proposed
subject of course to the all-im- tinue at least as strong as in 1951
course
and
management
program
park
the
on
are
were
"rd
special
reject
votion
Minnie:
Said
phone?"
$1.09
per
ite
Cayce
couple
4-H
Club
be
The
had
*.
and student
portant weather. The supply out- and more than likely will
tickets 50e.
a good time was had by all.
him by postcard!"
'first meeting of the year, Janu- at Michigan State College, Lan- look for major foods production slightly stronger."
Michigan.
sing,
arY 8, 1951.
Music will be donated by a loOfficers were elected as folcal 14-piece orchestra directed by
lows: president, Martha Perry;
Paul Westpheling,
vice president, June Wright; secThe 1951 March of Dimes camJohnston; reretary, eanette
money for the
paign to raise
was launched
porter, Ruby McMurry. We have
without ceive absolutely FREE a perfect- new books was once more, a fight against polio
way,
some
that
club
money
the
send
to
38 members.
workingbe
volume of opera short-lived thing. The bills start- this week with the unprecedently beautiful
other
By Mary-Nelle Wright
.
.
..
it
knowing
even
your
apologizing
Mrs. McLeod talked to us about
to them). After much
I ed announcement there would be
That stories. It became so realistic that ed coming in again. Finally
Well, as I told you last week, to them for my negligence,I en- clubs get your name, too.
the different projects available.
another one of state nor county quotas, Jennings
the couch in my living room wrote them
comwas
I
and
me
my
to
from
happened
full
in
coming
the
for
closed a check
Kearby, County Chairman anWe filled out registration cards. the bills kept
deluged with a steady seemed to come to life with the THOSE letters. I told them that
a amount of my debt and offered pletely
—Ruby MeMurry book club while I stayed in
Violetta in her death I had been in Florida and that nounced.
of
body
handbills
and
brochures
of
Over
flow
ecstasy
So
club.
the
state of supreme
Kentucky
my resignation from
Harry W. Cooke,
telling of more bargains in books. scene from Traviata. I joined the my family had neglected to send
books instead or misery over the that was that.
March of Dimes for 1951, declared
club.
knew
I
nothing
that
and
WAS
mail
there
if
my
wonder
to
to
began
I
began
I
But
bills for them.
I had decided to get the book
But this time I joined in my of my debt until I came home. I that since polio epidemics are
States
worry after a few more PLEZ urge completely out of my mind. a book club in the United
NEW
name because I was had a real nice letter from that unpredictable any quota estabmother's
name.
my
have
that
DIDN'T
I
day
one
RE-MITS and so,
Books were too expensive and the
maybe THAT club club. But, anyway, I paid my bill lished for the drive would be on
that
afraid
I
books
those
awful.
of
The description
thought . . . . this is
ARRIVALS
money spent for them could be
an arbitrary basis. Said Cooke.
STIGMA on my and resigned.
the
of
knew
found
I
delightful.
careless
shouldn't have been so
used in so many other ways to a were perfectly
Until polio can be rationed
from the previous
acquired
name
and
wishing
After
and
over my debt to the club.
This story could go on and on and controlled, we can't predetermuch better advantage. Why, I myself looking
DEPARTMENT
club.
more
put
all, they had to eat, too!
enough water planning where I would
because it is a never ending one mine how much money will be
could even buy
When the opera book came I
time I had
In a state of complete embar- paint to paint the living and din- books and how much
in our house. We just can't resist needed to take rare of its vicof
some
play
to
trying
days
long
so
were
spent
rassment over the situation, I ing roams with what I had spent to read. The nights
books. But anyone with one eye tims.'
most the score from each opera and
Mr. Kearny pleaded for support
began to wonder HOW I could on those books! There was al- and my husband worked
and half-sense should know when
MadCarmen,
of
Long
from
arias
William
singing
Mr. and Mrs.
SOMETHING one could every night and a woman NEEDsquare myself with the 'club, I ways
enough's enough . . . . but not of the March of Dimes as the onThat
the
Faust.
and
announcing
Butterfly
ame
Pierce are today
immediately sat down at the find to spend money on . . . but ED things to do to occupy her
ly hope for stamping nut what
boqk was truly worth anybody's me.I joined a book club last week
arrival of a fine daughter born type writer and wrote p tear- not me, I had learned my lessons. mind in a constructive way.
month's he called the greatest crippler of
this
that
believe
do
I
and
to
happy
County
so
was
I
Weakley
and
money
One day a folder came which
to them at the
He
Now a person can be strong in
jerking letter about my hualgutd
is without a doubt one both children and adults.
Hospital in Martin on Thursday who had been out of work for their faith, but there's a limit to offered the best bargain I had start building my library once selection
said the March of tames was the
read.
ever
Eve
books
best
the
of
her
given
have
more.
morning. They
only source for money to care for
months and that we had been liv- everything. There are those of you ever seen. There was positively
But the enchantment and deIf you
the pretty name of Mary Paula. ing with relatives and that
victims af the dread disease.
Who know that once your name is no doubt in my mind.
lad)
(The
reading
and
and
pounds
receiving
month you would re- light of
She weighed seven
hadn't had the time (as I had on a mailing list for one book joined that
12 ounces.

BEAR BRYANT GETS
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JOHN DANIEL IS
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BELOVED MRS. HOLT
IS LAID TO REST

TEXAS GAS UPS
DAILY DELIVERY

SOC. 5K, AIDE
TO TAKE CLAIMS

4

SHERIFF DAVIE
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-There is ... nothing that keeps the heart
young like sympathy, like giving oneself
with enthusiasm to sonic worthy thing or
cause.—Anonymous.
FRIDAY,JANUARY IS, 2951

Fulton's Merry War
What do today's newspaper headlines
mean to the average Fultonian? President
Truman's "tightening of belts" order, the
announcement of the $71,500,000,000 tax Program, the daily departure of draftees, volunteers and reserves for service thus far, as far
as we can see, has prompted barely more than
mention at the places where
a perfunctory
most folks gather.
Kentucky's
outstanding
football and
basketball teams, fishing, the
approaching
golf season and a dozen other topics of daily
living continue to hold the spotlight of mint
local conversation Perhaps "business as usual" is a comforting attitude to take when the
headlines tell of basket amputees (all limbs
removed), dying American soldiers, and allout mobilization of a country headed straightforward into a Tkird World War in less, much
less than a half century.
To get frantic and hysterical over the situation would certainly add no real effort to
the Nation's troublesome times. But surely,
don't you agree a little, that maybe we should
be dolt" a little extra curricular planning in
case we should wake up scene morning staring at a headline announcing that the country
was at war?
What about a civilian defense programa?
Other communities are engaged in full scale
preparation for the defense of the civilian in
case of an atomic attack.
What about a canteen for seldiers? True,
there's only a trickle of military activity here
at the moment, but the draft quotas increasing
each week, boys volunteering, and reservists
being called, it'll be no time at all before we'll
find soldiers standing out at the pool robots,an
action born of necessity on their part
What about a little war work? Paducah's
tremendous atomic energy plant, TVA's project of equal importance, Penrisalt Manufacturing Company's expansion and a score of
other things, will make a terriffic drain on
Fulton's available manpower, thus decreasing
the spending in Fulton_ Shouldn't we be on
the look-out for a little added payrolls of our
own, while the getting's mighty good?
What about issming? The Pallucah-Sun
Democrat, of Paducah of course, daily brings
out the problems encountered by key personnel of the atomic energy plant and other projects to find suitable housing within the area.
Would it be too outlandish for us in Fulton to
get busy and offer some inducement for a
large portion of them to live here? The personnel would live nearly an hour away from
their work, but what's that? htillons of easterners would think that a short span compared to what they have to drive every day.
There are dozens of things we could think
about to take the place of the fishing, sports
and other topics of trivia that monopolizes
conversed= here. We're just a Mlle afraid
— that the last war spoiled the local population
as far_as hardships were concerned. We've
""'"' asked=a-plenty about the situation here, and
with some flaw exceptions there wag little disruption in the scheme of things.
On the other hand, we've talked to the
mothers and fathers of boys who died in the
service. They'll tell you an entirely different
story. For their sake we should do a little
something besides talk..
Things are going to be mighty different
this time. And what's more its high time we
do something about it Of course, everybody's
business is nobody's business, and this editor
ial will probably have folks nodding in assent
that something should be done, but who'll do
it.
There are enough organizations in this
town, sitting merrily eating a
weekly or
monthly luncheon to do ,something about it,
and what's more they darn well should.
We suggest that every organization in
town appoint a "War Vigilance Committee"
and get together pretty won for some first
class preparing and taking stock of the situation we are a cammunity facing war. An Atomic Wart
It won't be done of course, but we've got
Ur! matter off our cheat.

STRICTLY BUSINESS

A Congress alert to the fitness of things
'needs
and the Nation's military "manpower.
will not deny the Defense Department's request to lift the ceilings on the number of
WACS, WAVES and Women Marines which
can be recruited. The present limitation is 2
per cent of total strength of each group.
The Defense 'Department has now made
modification of the
its formal request for
Selective Service
Act so that
18-year-old
youths can be drafted. The Congress will, no
doubt, accede to that request, but it can.
scarcely do so and, at the same time, deny to
the Defense Department the riglit it seeks to
use young and able "womanpower" which
wishes to volunteer.
branches gave such
The women's
a
splendid account Of themselves during World
War II that they earned postwar inclusion
into the regular establishments. The Defense
Department earracterizes the present ceilings
as artificiaL They are all of that and silly,:
too..
Every qualified
American woman who
wishes to serve in the armed forces should
have that opportunity within limits to be determined by military common sense rather
than legislation.- --

"It/sought for a minute you said the boss wanted to see me!"

From The Files:
"ictIrte.19 Back iite

eicch

(Ed's Note: Concur).
—Commercial Appeal

VA's Medicine
It isn't that we like to say "we've told you
so, or see what we mean," but the shake-up
in the Department of Medicine and Surgery
of the Veterans Administration gives us an
opportunity to back up what we've preached
a long time about Government
sponsored
medicine . . . speciftcally President Truman's National Health Insurance Program.
Dr. Paul B. Magnuson, for three years
head of the Nation's most far-flung medical
program administered to the most highly publicized group on earth . . .. the American GI
has been fired by Carl Gray, Administrator of Veterans Affairs. In answering
Mf.
Gray's announcement that he had accepted
Dr. Magnuson's resignation, (tied as a courtesy to the new Administrator when he took
office three years ago) the famous doctor said
that he did not resign, he was fired, because
he would not permit beauocrats to run a medical program. Having been a public relations
officer in VA's Departinkint of Medicine and
Surgery we know full welt what Dr. Magnuson means.
At this very moment there must be thousands of ailing GI's in need of urgent medical
care, but because "paper work" has the
authority to perform such medical care all
tangled in channels, the GI remains a-bed in
some Veterans hospital in the Nation. You
can't. believe it, we know, but just try getting
n GI veteran into a hospital and you'll see
just exactly what we mean.
If Dr. Magnuson says that the VA's medical program is slipping back into, the condition it was in before General Omar Bradley
took over the agency, then things are getting
into a hopeless, frightful National disgrace.
At best the VA medical Program is terribly
lacking in effic:ency. Can you imagine what
it would be if it is allowed to get less efficient than it was right after World War II?"
"Graft, politics, bribes," were hurled at the
agency before General Bradley took over.
Such carrying on at the expense of a sick
soldier.
This commentary of ours, or the commentary of every newspaper in the Nation, will
hardly budge the stagnant, top-heavy, redtape entangled
operation of the Veterans
Administration. We only bring out these facts
to remind you what a helluva shape we'd all
be in if.we
permitted to let the
Government administer the ills of 150,000,000 people.
We should die so young!

Some natures are too good to be spoiled
by praise, and wherever the vein of thought
reaches down into the profound„ there is no
danger from vanity.
—Emerson.

We should exam:ate ourselves and learn
what is the affection and
purpose of the
heart, for in this way only can we learn what
we honestly are.
—Mary Baker Eddy

Real joy comes not from ease or riches
or from the praise of men, but from doing
dr'
something worth while.
—Sir Wilfred Grenfell

January 15, 1926:
Reports reaching Fulton on the
proposed Mississippi Valley highway through northern Tennessee
are not so encouraging for Fueffort is being
ton today. An
made to have this highway run
North through Sharon and Dresden. missing Greenfield, Martin,
McConnell and Fulton. A local
committee has been appointed to
arouse these towns to their danger and to combat the move. The
committee is
composed of JOE'
Browder, Joe
Davis, Leslie
Weaks, Lon Pickle, and J.
H.
Stubblefield.
The f:rst tobacco auction
in
Fulton was held last
Tuesday,
with the result "all_ that could be
expected".
175,000
pounds
brought 83 for lugs, $4 for seconds
and 523 for leaf.
P. C. Ford
entertained Lions
and Rotarians at a beautiful banquet at the Usona Hotel
last
Friday. Hon. H. T. Smith acted as
toastmaster and music was furnished by the Kentucky
Moonshiners orchnibra.
The Fulton Advertiser has been
designated as Official Printer for
the City of Fulton for the next
two years ;the
contract being
awarded by the city council. The
counc:1 also
elected
Weldon
King as city meat inspector and
slaughter house attendant.

town.
The knee length (and shorterT dresses being worn by
wemen;
and their newly-adopted cigarette habits are the targets of a
-big crusade,conducted/jointly by
the D. A. R.,,the Parent-Teachers
and the N. F. W. C
Meanwhile, skirts are becoming shorter.

as conditions changed. It changed
as new elements entered into our
foreign relations.
his
changed
Had Napoleon
strategy at Waterloo when that
huge ditch was discovered in the
middle of the battlefield, before
his cavalry chaged into a mass
tomb, the
battle of Waterloo
might have had a different outcome.
We have the example of Tito.
We know from our experience
with him that not all Russian
puppets dance to the dictators'
jig. There are also those who insist and offer evidence that the
so-called Chinese communists are
more Chinese than Communists.
But we also had great admirers
of Chian Kai-Shek and his corrupt regime who insisted that we
play footsie with him. In effect,
they forced their decision, their
foreign policy, on Acheson and
his predecessors.
We are now
reaping the harvest we sewed.
You cannot play "footsie" with
a dictator without getting hurt by
his iron heel.
So, Acheson has made his mistakes. And, there are those who
think
themselves of sufficient
stature to correct them.
It is most disappointing to find
a mass
isolationism
wave of
which seems to be rolling over
the United States. .
Certainly the Korean situation
is most critical.- And certainly
there is just cause to ask—where
are the forces of the other
nations of the United Nations in
this war? But because others arthedging on their honest commitments is no reason for us to withdraw.
We are committed in Korea
We must persuade others to live
up to their commitments, not fail
on our own. '
This one single,
Orple fact
which our
isolationists do not
seem to
understand, but which
the man they attack so viciously
obviously does understand — th(

Leon Nix, Beecher Finch, Malcolm Johns and Guy Finch are
currently
preparing a dramatization of a Zane Grey western
story, to be given soon at the
Chestnut Glade school.
January 16, 1931:
The annual banquet of the Fulton Rotary Club was held last
Tuesday evening in the basement
of the Methodist Church. Psesident W. R. Butt presented;
a
quartette composed of Paul Hornbeak, Steve Wiley, J. C. Sagg and
Will Whitnel sang; Dan Major of
Ripley, Tenn., was the principal
speaker of the evening:

Phone 470 for Job

IT'S HERE
The Sensational New Invention
Sutherland's "MD" Truss
No Belts — No Straps — No
Odors.
-Approved by Doctors — The
World's Most Comfortable
Truss.

CITY DRUG CO.

40, Lake St.

Fulton

Dr. H.W.Connaughton
Veterinary Service
Phone 807-R
or Call 79
Graduate Veterinarian

MONA

located on Martin-Fulton
Highway.

408 EDDINGS STREET
For Ambulance Service Day or Night

88 rk---4E Phone

Contract Funeral Home for and Member of
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Association, Inc.

Tough, long lasting
linoleum varnish
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WATERSPAR

The Farmers Bank has elected
the following officers: A. Huddleston, president; I. H. Read, vicepresident; A. M. Nugent, cashier
and
Glenn
Lane and D. W.
Smith, assistant cashiers.

VARNISH
A durable, clear finish resistant
to water, alkali and
alcohol. Will not
discolor printed
linoleum.

FULTON PAINT AND GLASS COMPANY
Paints — Glass — Wall Papers

210(.111 RCH STREET

PHONE 9(19

Dick Oberlin:

Di
Okie(taaho#14

The "Great Debate" is in full
swing. This is the public arising
of American foreign policy —
what it is, what it isn't, what the
debaters would have it be.
On one side are Harry S. Truman and Dean Acheson. On the
other, Herbert Hoover and Robert A. Taft. In between, or perhaps on the
third side . . . .
Thomas E. Dewey.
It should be noted that Acheson
does not even have any
wholehearted admiration. But I share
the opinion of many. We have
considerably less respect for the
lack of insight of many of his
critics.
. Senator Joseph
McCarthy of
Wisconsin, a man who has grossly
abused his high office, who had
no reason to sit there in the first
place, in the opinion of many, a
character assassin and coward of
unparalled scorn in our nation's
history, really started the hue
and cry.
Many of his own colleagues —
Republicans in both the Senate
and House — were disgusted and
outraged by his show.

Mr. an
children,
cah sper
Mr. and
Mrs. E
bout the
Rain•h
weekend
damage
and aroti

RUPTURE

FUNERAL HOME

Phone

AU:

Printing

WHITNEL

The City National Bank elected
the following officers for the year
1931: W. W. Morris, President; W.
A. 'ferry, vice-president; N. G.
Cooke, active
vice-president;
Clyde-Williams, cashier and pertes Pigue assistant cashier.

W. A. Terry has succeeded the
late W. C. Croft as vice-president
of the City National Bank. The
bank's statement at the close of
Detroit, which has been in a
last year's business showed capital, surplus and undivided profits state of "industrial hibernation"
for the past year, shows signs of
of $160,000.
•
awakening. Some
100,000 men
A pretty little baby boy, de- have been called back to work.
serted by his mother at the I. C.
Births: An 8-1b. son to the Marstation here, has been returned
to her custody following her ar- tin C. Nalls in St. Louis; a son
rest in Memphis. Following the to the W. H. Hamptons at New
desert:on in the Ladies Rest room Madrid, Mo.; a son to the Sam
Hodges' (James C.) on Route
here, she
4;
boarded a fast train,
but was apprehended on her arri- a 10-lb. son to the James Worleys
in
Riceville; a 9-1b. daughter to
val in the Bluff City. Her
account the Hoy Baileys
near
of the act stated that she
Walnut
had Grove; a
daughter (Louvina
been
deceived by a
smooth- Ruth) to the John
T. Hawks' on
tounged scoundrel in a Mississippi
Route 3.

fact: if this country withdraws
from the rest of the
world. as
Hoover and Taft propose, the rest
of the world — all of it — will
fall to Communism.
Then, some day. this nation of
150,000,000 will face the impossible task of trying to defeat on
the battlefield all the peoples of
the whole world — five, ten,
twenty times our number.
We are tough, yes, We know
David can slay Goliath.
But we aren't that tough,. and
we better get friends.
We also must try tq understand
who can make strong international iriends for us, who are commanders of respect abroad. Dean
Acheson is an excellent example.

But the hue and cry was picked
, up by others, none the
least of
whom
were G. 0. P. Senator
Homer Capehart and G. 0.
P.
Representative Charles Halleck
of Indiana.
The sorry part of it is that the
chase was on at a time—and for
dubious reasons--when our nation needed
confidence in its
leadership and
when
these
tactics, of all tactics, were utterly inexcusable.
Had our state department been
what McCarthy (and some of the
others) said—that is one thing
But it was not. And
McCarthy
knows it
wasn't, or he would
have come from behind his cloak
of Congressional immunity and
made charges.
Dean Acheson, in all our dealings with Red China and
with
Generaliss'mo Chian
Kai-Shek
and with Soviet Russia — with
everybody connected with
the
troublesome Far East — has been
guided by a consistent policy.
True, It is a policy which has
changed, but it changed on the
basis of information. It changed

only
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"My Clothes Are
Whiter Now!"

217 D

"When Parisian does my wash'. . . I have more
pep, more time for fun!"
Yes, send your washday drudgery to Parisian!
Discover new leisure ... new laundry freshness,
new economy!
•'
Phone 14

PARISIAN

\
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LAUNDRY — CLEANERS
—PHONE 14—

LAUNDRY SERVIC,
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lands were flooded to several feet
in depth and traveling was cut
COLORED NEWS
off by way of Farmer's and McThe First Holiness Church, 203
ClaM levee. Traffic was rerouted
Davis Mill Street, is having a mid
over the Sabbath Day.
winter financial drive beginning
Mrs. Margaret Bynum is imUnder a recent act of Congress, January 23 through 28. A joint
service with the Ministerial Alliproved over a siege of cold and
the Veterans Administration
is
complication.
authorized to make a loan direct- ance.
Rev. Hutcherson and choir will
ly to an eligible veteran of World
Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie Jones
service on the 23rd.
Friends, this is z
dandy ole War No. II under the following open the
haye moved from our midst locatOther ministers of the Alliance
ing on the B. Brown farm near world if you mix the ingredients circumstances and conditions;
as
follows:
Rev. C.- Hall
and
1. The loan does not exceed
Boydsville, Ky. He and his broth- up too much like I tried to do.
Here I was, on Illinois Central $10,000.00; is made before June Chorus of Union City, Rev. A. B.
Brown
of
Cayce.
A local program
No. 3 whiela was headed kiiiiNew 30, 1951; and is used for the purOrleans and points towards china chase or construction of a home will precede the speaker.
J.
L.
Rev.
Simms of Union
when I met up with two Chinks or for the
construction or imwhose credentials showed they provement of a farmhouse, and, City will bring tile message on
Friday
night.
A local program
were a part of the Communist
2. The home or farmhouse is
Delegation to the United Nations. located in one of the counties de- will precede the speaker. Sunday,
January
28 at 3 p. m. Rev. Booker
Playing hookey I guess. Not to signated as an area in which diand choir will be in charge of the
be outdone I showed them that I re& loans may be made, and,
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
service.
Sunday night, the Faithwas a member of Uncle Sammie's
3. The veteran is unable to obJANUARY 19 - 20
personal family that bows • to tain from a bank or other private ful Four quartet and radio arU,sts
everybody and takes their hats lender a loan for such purposes of Madisonville, Ky., will render
a program at 7:30.
off to none.
at 4 percent interest, and,
Everyone is invited to attend
4. The veteran has not prevThat seemed to satisfy them for
iously obtained a VA guaranteed this great mid winter drive.
awhile.
We
were
riding
the
ObRAYMOND WALBORN WAIT (MLITT
Rev. F. L. Lawrence, minister.
servation car. Two Italians, across or insured loan; is_a satisfactory
the isle, noticed my feeble ef- credit risk; makes a cash down
Mrs.
Ellen Walker, wife of the
forts to get acquainted, offered payment on the purchase price
late Clent Walker of Hickman,
their assistance
saying
.11,
that in the amount required by recent
11111.'
Gies lam Deo weti
Geny
Ky.,
spent a Merry
Christmas
Chinks had been
NuClete
CAREY • TOREN • DOUGLAS
doing
their credit restrictions; and is eligible
laundry for quite some time and in all other respects for such a and happy New Year in the Fulton
Hospital
after receiving gifts
CARTOON — JOYS — COMEDY
they had
learned to deal with loan.
Fulton County is a designated from her many friends.
them. But they still had, as I also
She
was
hit
by a pick-up truck
aPN. — MON. — TUES.
had, a lot to learn from the wily area in which such loans may be
made, but as of this date the Vet- while fishing on a bridge near
JANUARY 21 - 22 -23
Chinese.
erans
Administration has
reI tried several Llunic names on ceived
very
few
applications
them-, Hamhung, Yonpo, Sinsong, from veterans
in this.county.
sosing, Chon Chandon, Nankong.
Any eligible veteran who
is
After each name they
bobbed interested in obtaining such
a
their beans so hard that one of loan directly
from the VA should
their hats fell off. They had a write to the
Loan Guaranty Digood laugh over that.
vision of, the Veterans AdminiBut when I mentioned Formosa stration, Regional
Office, 1405
West Broadway, Louisville, Kenr, Fred F. will co-work the farm tucky, for full particulars.
where each of the young farmers
Value throughout-and easy to ownFREIMAN-CHARLES BICKFORD-liberal trade-in, easy terms. See it now.
will plan more extensively.
there
were
no
hats
bobbed
off.
models—$124.95—$179.95.
JOSEPH (Attila
Little Leslie Lassiter has been They closed up like Korean clams
; on the sick list however he isn't and gave me some baleful looks. BENNETT ELECTRIC
indisposed.
217 Main
Fulton
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY
I would much rather Try to
Iran Frields continues to im- get acquainted with the Pawnee
JANUARY 24 - 25
,
prove at lirs home near here. He or Crow Indians and I'll tell you
has suffered from chronic asthma why. Fulton being the next stafor several months and requires tion we all shook hands- even to
medical care:
the colored cook I hopped off,
Bart Austin, -near
centurian, after vowing everlasting friendAMINE DAHL ANN MILLER
isn't so well at this writing. Chil- ship.
dren have attended his bedside
After NO. 3 had go out of sight
for several weeks.
I found my
billfold
missing.
Mr. and Mrs. Biggs Roberts and Then I remembered
one Chink
daughter, Reba Nell, visited par- getting very
helful when I was
ents, Mr. and Mrs. W. I. Frields trying to get off.
Sunday.
—Bill of Harris Fork, Begorra.

!FULTON VETS CAN
BILL
GET HOME LOANS
OF
HARRIS FORK

Mrs. Carey Frields
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Mitchell and
-children, Don and Judy of Paducah spent Sunday with parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Frields.
Mrs. Ernest Poyner remains about the same as last reported.
Rairt•hes fallen for the
past
weekend has done quite a bit of
damage to roads and bridges in
and around this area. All low-

and
oncan
pie.
ple.

TWO ACTION HITS
Whisterf
Father's
•
4C
—
•

wild Game

MONA

Friday, Jan. 19, 1951 — The Fulton News -- Page
her farm home where she have Mayfield, Ky., and friends
of
lived for about thirty years.
i Hickman, Ky.; Rev. Lawrence,
She wish to thank her many Mr. Hayford Fryer, the staff and
friends for her Christmas which her son, Mr. Hulis Walker, a
was so very
nice. She
was prospermes' fanner of Hickman,
brought to the hospital in Octo- Ky. Mrs. Walker is about' 83,
ber and has been a shut-in every land doing fine at the present
tiztie.—By Rev. Lawrence.
since.
She has had special care every
since entering the
Fulton HosHe conquers twice, who upon
pital. Special
day and
night victory overcomes bimself. —
nurses; Miss Grace Walker
of Francis Bacon.
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WHEN A COLD STUFFS YOU UPI
pap44070#oirjac.
from coughing spasms, stuffiness
with every single breath!
Here's a special way to relieve the
worst miseries of colds: with the same
Vicks VapoRub that brings such grand
results when you rub it on...it's Wicks
VapoRub in steam!
Every single breath you take carries
VapoRub's combination of time-proved
medications deep into cold-congested
large bronchial tubes to bring you glorious relief!
Then, rub Vicks VapoRub on throat,
chest and back. It works for hours to
keep up relief!

Se easy!.
So effective!
Just put some VapoRub In at
vaporizer or bowl of boiling
water (as shown in pkg.).
Then breathe in the vapors.
Relief comes ia a hurry!

World's best-known home remedy Is relieve miseries of colds!

The call is for
Kentucky Straight Bourbon

'

Full-Size 40-in.

PHILCO
ELECTRIC
RANGE
if Full
18-DualCh
V bin. Burner—
more bea t
heat
every drop frgoemts
of oil!
Power-Air
zi:irh this Slower
heater,
es p
to 25% on
foci hi ls!
at slight (Options]
extra cost.)
/
st Automatic Draft
Minder!
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Royal Model

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

KENTUCKY

STRAIGHT

BOURBON

r

/99.95

•

•

r'
642.5O,

Lkospal.,.

Bennett Electric

Check these
Features:
• 5-H•ot Surfoc•
Switches
Faster than F2st
Oven Thermostat
Surface Cooking
Automatic Oven
New superSignal Light
fast "Speedomaster" units • Conveni•nt Ap.
give greater
pliance Outlet
pan contact. * Stainless Perce.
EASIEST TO WAN
lain Exterior

324 Walnut Street
'WHAT A SHAME!
MINE ARE LIKE NEW

oa get
IIthese

GREAT ENGINE FEATURES
TWO GREAT ENGINES • VALVE-IN-HEAD EFFICIENCY.BLUE-FLAME COMBUSTION •
POWER-JET CARBURETOR • PERFECTED COOLING • SPECIALIZED 4-WAY LUBRICATION
• THERMOSTATIC HEAT CONTROL • CAM-GROUND CAST ALLOY IRON PISTONS

GREAT CHASSIS FEATURES
RUGGED, RIGID FRAMES • HYPOID REAR AXLES • SINGLE-UNIT REAR AXLE HOUSINGS
• NEW TWIN-ACTION REAR BRAKES (heavy-duty models). NEW DUAL-SHOE PARKING
BRAKE (heory-duty models) • NEW TORQUE-ACTION BRAKES (fight-duty models) • FOOTOPERATED PARKING BRAKE (models with 3-speed transmission)• STEERING COLUMN GEAR-

rAsrntms

BENNETT ELECTRIC
Phone 201

Main St.

dievrolet
only in

-0161/
OCI
AD
rgilaS

SHIFT (models with 3-speed transmission) • 4-SPEED SYNCHRO-MESH TlitANSMISSJON (in
heavier models) • WIDE RANGE OF SPRINGS

GREAT CAB AND BODY FEATURES
NEW VENTIPANES IN CABS • FLEXI-MOUNTED CAB • IMPROVED FULL-WIDTH CAB
SEATS • ADJUSTABLE SEAT ASSURES PROPER EYE LEVEL • LARGE DOOR OPENINGS •
ALL-AROUND CAB VISIBILITY • SIDE DOORS HELD OPEN BY OVER-CENTER STOP •
STURDY STEEL CONSTRUCTION • UNIT-DESIGN BODIES • PICK-UP BODIES WITH FLUSH
SKID STRIPS • INSULATED PANEL BODIES • EXTRA-STRONG STAKE BODIES • FULL-WIDTH
GRAVEL SHIELD • ONE-PIECE FENDERS • COUNTERBALANCED ALLEGATOR-JAW HOOD

You are the
when you choose America's
leader . . . the new 1951 Chevrolet truck. It's
engineered to do more work, hold down gas and
oil expense, require less maintenance. It's been
the nation's favorite year after year, and is now
improved to serve you even better. See these
trucks now. Como in today.

7inelt eleaniny A l'owest Ptice5
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OK LAUNDRY Si CLEANERS
PHONE 130

WHISKEY

8I5.

only $2100 down, as little as $1.91 a week!

LOOK! THEY'RE
FULL OF NAIL
HOLES FROM THE
STRETCHER

Watches, Clocks and Time
Pieces of All Kinds Accurately Repaired at Low Cost by—

Radiciit Doors,
Rich
Doo-Tone Walnut Finish)

HEATER

217 Main Street

Straight from Kentucky
4 Years Old

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost

rig

Ask to s••

Du0THERIK

FOR 0
Puge Oven
holds 40 lb.
.Turke y!

IN STU.

Who overcomes by force hath
overcome but half his foe.—Milton.

CITY MOTOR COMPANY
110 LAKE STREET
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MISS EDDIE MATLOCK
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AND JAMES D. CRUCE
, ENGAGEMENT REVEALED
attend guests:who were
ic
jenn I to Invited
mtaa - Ayers,
Marh
s Billy
a sm
Holland,
J
mers
a Norm
Mr. and Mrs. M. M. Matlock 817
Misses Kathryn
Circle One of the First Baptist
Church met Monday afternoon at Fairview, Fulton, announce the Crocker, Miss
Kath-yn Martin, Johnson, Barbara Rogers, Roann
daughter,
engagement of their
the Church.
Verhine, Joel
Miss Rebecca 'Walker, Janet
The meeting was opened with Eddie Catherine, to James Davis Miss Susan Adams,
Cruce, Alexander, Miss Eddie Mattock, Golden, Betty June Thomas and
the singing of "Jesus Calls Us" Cruce, son of Mrs. Mae
Patsy Green. a
Mis. M. D. Phillips.
followed by prayer. Mrs. L. H. Route 4, Fulton.
Miss Matlock is a Senior at
Cooke, chairman, presided over
Fulton High School and is emthe business session.
Seven members were present ployed at the City Drug Co.
Mr. Cruce attended school , at
w.th one new member, Mrs. J. T.
Gibbs, Jr., and g visitor Mrs. R. South Fulton and is now employRaild by the Illinois Central
Q. Moss also present.
Mrs. Tom Hales was in charge road. He leaves to be examined
We are now paying 30c pt..r bag for returnof the program assisted by Mrs. for the Army Tuesdat, January
23.
Clyde Fields.
..
SOUTHERN STATES printed
first-class
ed,
Wedding plans will announced
The
hostesses, Mrs. E. H.
r
burlap bags. A return,of $6.00 per ton on your
Knighton and Mrs. Rupert Glover later.
served refreshments during
the
feeds!
RECENT BRIDE
social hour.
HONORED WITH
Save a• n additional $2.00 per ton by book
LOVELY PARTY
SARA DEAN CLASS
ing. your feed orders now and taking it off the
ENJOYS MEET WITH
Miss Alma Phillips and Miss
MRS. B. G. HUFF
Mrs.
Beverly Blough honored
can
Nichols, Jr., formerly
Mrs. B. G. Huff vOtiThnstess to Grover
aret Ferguson, with a
the Sara Dean Class of the First Miss M
- Save an additional $1.00 per ton by buying
Christian Church Monday after- lovely par't Monday night at the
in
lots of.500-lbs. at one time.
on
Can
Phillips
home
of
Miss
noon at her home
with eleven
members and one visitor, Mi.s. Street.
Mrs. Nichols wore an attractive
Lon Berninger of
LaSalle, Ill.,
with
taffeta
model of brown
present.
brown accessor:es and a corsage
returned bags
Mrs. Huff presided in the ab$6.00
of white carnations, a gift from
sence of the president, Mrs. Clyde
the hostesses.
.
car-door
service
$2.00
Williams. Prayer was given by
The hostesses and guests preMrs. L. R. Still, followed by the
500-lbs.
or
more
at one
$1.00
sented Mrs. Nichols with an elecm:nutes and treasurer's report. ,
tric percolator.'
purchase.
Mrs: Hubert Bennett w.
ai- in j Late in the evening a lovelycharge of the
program
taken ! party plate was served to
the
STATES FEEDS are "open
SOUTHERN
ALL
from the book of Peter.
following guests: Mrs.
Nichols.
Light refreshments 'were ser- Miss Betty Buckingham,
formula," so there is no guess-work as to that
Mrs-,
ved during the social hour. The Sarah Ann
Boyd, Miss Nancy
vou are feeditv:
class will meet again the
_
third Wilson, Miss Linda Same, MiFS.
Monday in February .
Shirley Bone,
Miss Betty Ann
STATES FEEDS are formulated
SOUTHERN
Adams, Miss Betty Sue Johnson.
Phone 470 for Job Printing
and priced as to value in use.
Miss Betty Jean
Gordon, Miss
CIRCLE ONE
HAS MEET
AT CHURCH

SOCIETY
LOYAL CRUSADEILS
MEET MONDAY NIGHT
WITH MRS. JOE TREAS
Mrs. Joe Tress was hostess to
the Loyal Crusaders of the First
Methodist Church Monday at her
home on Green Street with Mrs.
Edward Benedict co-hostess.
Allen, presiMiss Mary Zoo
dent, presided over the business
session and Miss Dorothy Newton
gave the devotionaL Mrs. Guy
Fry was in charge of the proMrs.
gram and she presented
Mrs.
Merryman and
Garland
Ralph Winstead, who read articles from the Methodist Woman
and World Outlook.
Sixteen were present including
two new members, Mrs. Sonny
Puckett and Mrs. 0. C. Walker,
two visitors, Mrs. Jim Culfivan
and Miss Barbara Ann Roberts.
The hostesses served tea and
sandwiches during the social
hour.

Save $9 Per Ton On Feed!

4

SAVINGS

ART DEPARTMENT
MEETS SATURDAY
WITH MRS. FALL
- The Art Department of the Fulton Woman's Club met Saturday
afternoon with Mrs. J. E. Fall at
her home on Vine Street
MRS. JACK DUNNING
Mrs. Gordon Baird, chairman,
presided over a short
business
—Courtesy Jackson (Tenn.) Sun
completed PATSY HOWELL AND
session. Plans were
- a swirl of veiling and rhinestone
for the open meeting of the Club JACK DUNNING ARE
clips. A corsage of white orchids
February 2 when the Department WED DECEMBER 31
was worn at her shoulder
will present an interesting proJackson, Tenn.—Mrs. Florence - Mrs. Wayne'Johnson served as
gram.
Howell of Jackson, Tenn., an- matron of honor and
only atMrs. L. A. Clifton, leader for nounced the
marriage of
her tendant. Her dress was of toast
the afternoon, gave an interesting daughter,
Patsy
Ruth, to Jack crepe, effectively trimmed
with
talk on antiques and Mrs. Baird Ellis
Dunning, son of Mr. and black velvet'Black velvet accessgave an article from the magaMrs. A. B. Dunning also of Jack- °ries
completed her attire and
zine, "Antiques" on "What is an son. Mr.
Dunning is the grandson she wore a shoulder corsage of
Antique"
of Mrs. Stella Ellis of Fulton.
purple orchids.
During the social hour the
The ceremony was performed
Mr. Wayne Johnson attended
hostess served refreshments.
at the First Methodist Church in the bridegroom as best man. '
The March
meeting will be Jackson
December 31, 1950 with
The bride, who is the daughter
with Mrs. Sarah Meacham on the Rev.
S. K. Stokes of luka, of the late J. C.
Howell, was
West State Line.
Miss., reading the service in the graduated from the Jackson High
presence of family members and School.
a few close friends.
Mr. Dunning was
graduated
The bride was attired for her ,from the Jackson
High School
wedding in a dress fashioned of where he- was a member of the
black velvet, complemented with , Sigma Phi Omega Fraternity, He
velvet accessories. Her small close ' is at present a student at Lamfitting hat was ornamented with ' buth College.
.

READ ON THE TAG WHAT'S IN THE BAG!
FOR THIRTY YEARS
QUALITY AND SERVICE
have been our first consideration; yet funerals as low as $99.50
are always a part of our service.

*

TELEPHONE

*

PROMPT ATTENTION!
PHONE MI

CITY ELECTRIC
And Tire Company
• PHONE tel •

205 Commercial Ave.

7

102 Main St.

Fulton

it' hone 319

emova

Next Week Is The Final Week!

WE ARE MOVING OUR SECOND-HAND STORE FROM 212 CHURCH STREET TO OUR
MAIN STORE AT 319 WALNUT STREET AFTER SATURDAY, JANUARY 27TH! WE
HAVE BARGAINS GALORE TO OFFER YOU IN THIS MOVE, HURRY IN, NOW, SAVE!

50 PERCENT... DON'T MISS THESE BARGAINS!
Table, Vanity Lamps, Odd

Desks

Dressers, Wardrobes, Tables,

Bedroom Suites

Cedar Chests

Pictures, Mirrors, Electric &

Breakfast Suites

2 Large Dining Tables

Coal

AND ENJOY A 'PAID-UP'
HOLIDAY THIS YEAR!
Yes sir, you can sit back and give the
old "heave ho" to Christmas bills for
the best Christmas ever - - in '51..1
Planned Christmas Club Savings
builds your Christmas cash needs to
a pay-as-you-go basis.
Join our Christmas Club, today! It's simple,easy-to-use and anyone can
join. You determine how much you want to save, arrange your own deposit&
Pay Weekly
For 50 Weeks
S .50
S 1.00
$ 2.90
$ 5.01
$10.08

Receive Early in
December, 1951
S 25.00
$ 50.00
8 100.00
S 250.00
S 509.00

Heating Stoves, Oil

Kitchen Stools

Odd Chairs

Baby Beds

Card Tables

Folding Cots

Odd Dining Chairs

Heaters, Cocktail Tables and

Odd Rockers

Metal Wardrobes

Coffee Tables.

Kitchen Cabinets

Odd Beds

Mattresses — felt, cotton, in-

Baby Play Pens

Oil Stoves

Cardboard Clothes Closets

Roll-a-Way Beds

Kerosene Refrigerator

Living Room Suites

Roy Rogers Lamps

Linoleum Rugs 9x12, 12x12,
12x15

Odd Couches

Ice Refrigerators

Linoleum Remnants

Medicine Cabinets

Metal and Wood High Chairs

nersprinq

Floor Lamps

Big Boy Laundry Heaters

+

SOME OF THIS MERCHANDISE NEW...SOME USED! SEE IT NOW AT OUR STORE
LOCATED AT 212 CHURCH STREET!

FULTON BANK
"Safety — Service — Satisfaction"
Member Federal Deposit hrsurance Corporation

212 Church Street
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SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE

The best ambulance service at any hour, day or night.
Air-conditioned chapel.
—MEMBER—
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL ASSN

FULTON HOMEMAKERS
Little Pig Stayed Home."
HAVE FAMILY NIGHT
I
Twenty-one
members w(::, FaMilairMffanEMMINOMBEMINMEIMIIMIINIMMEN
AT ONE AND ALL CLUB
present. One sew member. MrMembers of the Fulton Home- Howard
Adams and a visitcr
•
makers Club entertained with a Mrs. C. F. Hodges were also pre"Family Night" at the One and sent.
411 Club Tuesday night.
•
I The hostesses, Mrs. Robert GraAt 7 o'clock a buffet
supper ham, Rupert Stilley, Grady Varwas served after which games, den and Howard Strange served
,
Sale
directed by Mrs. Fred Bondurant, delicious dessert and coffee durrjecreation leader and Mrs. W. B. ing the social hoer.
Sowell, county
president, were
enoyed by all present.
CIRCLE THREE
Forty four were present. Mrs. MEETS WITH
Sowell, Mrs. Bertha McLeod and MRS. MAUPIN
Mrs. Connor of Hickman were out
Mrs. T. L. Maupin was hostess
of town guests.
to Circle Number Three of the
First Baptist Church
Monday
DRAMA DEPARTM-2NT
with eight members present.
ENJOYS MEETING
TUESDAY EVENING
the ,
1 Mrs. R. B. Allen opened
Mr
The Drama :Department of the .
1 meeting with prayer and
t ,
Fulton Woman's Club met Tues- John Dawes had charge of
was
day night at the club home.
business and the program
Mrs. Fred Gibson, chairman, given by Mrs. I. R. Jeffress and
presided over the business ses- Mrs. R. B. Allen.
sion. Mrs. W. T. Hinkle was prowas dismissed
The meeting
gram leader and she gave a most with prayer by Mrs. L. V. Brady.
interesting
review of
Willie During the social hour refreshALL ITEMS LISTED BELOW HAVE BEEN REDUCED... SOME OF THEM AS MUCH AT
Snow Etheridge's book, "This ments were served by the hostess.

IT'S NOT TOO LATE TO JOIN!

M

$ Is.

Art9=

Enjoy good radio reception these cold winter evening of the next
three months. Ee
.t our
expert service department replaee faulty
parts and restore your
set to first-class condition.

Va

SEE.US for your meat-curing salt, Morton's
Sugar-Cure, sausage seasoning, sage and liquid
smoke.
$1.40 per cwt.
SALT

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

7

*

Mi
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Rebe
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Phone 903

2

, 195/
unable
:athryn
Roams
Joel
;as and

Medina, Tenn., Monday due to the
Mrs. Richard Childress enterillness of her sister, Mrs. Vada tained her husband with a birthWest.
day dinner Saturday, January 13.
included: Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Jodie Wooten ar- Those attending
rived Friday from Detroit to at-- and Mrs. Charlie Patrick and son
tend the bedside of his mother, Lester, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Patrick all of Crutchfield, Mr. and
Mrs. Sara Jane Wooten.
Mrs. Hubert Mullins and daughMiss Ada Pigue spent Wednester, Diane, Mrs. Lee Snow and
day and Thursday in the
May- son,
Roy of
Greenfield, Tenn.,
field Hospital attending the bed- Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Glasco
of
side of her niece who is suffer- Union
City and Rev. and Mrs.
ing from a broken hip.
Roy Shepherd.
Miss Odell Puckett shopped in
Mrs. Sarah Jane .Wooten died
Mayfield Thursday afternoon.
Sunday morning at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Childress
her daughter, Mrs. Claudie Jobe
and son, Jimmie, shopped in MayFuneral was held Monday at the
f'eld Tuesday.
Little Obion Church near Wingo
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Murphy
with burial in the church cemeof Fulgham visited Sun/ray with
iery.
her mother, Mrs. Carl Cooley.
Miss Dorothy Hasey, Mrs. Hal
Miss Jo Ann Bishop of Murray
Kizer and Mrs. W. T. Edwards
State
College
spent
the
weekend
Some folks think that fine
remain on the sick list this week.
with her parents, Rev. and Mrs.
clothes and fine, big houses are
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn -Puckett
W. 13. Bishop.
the most important things in life,
spent the weekend with her parbut these things really don't mean
Hayden of S.t. Louis ents, Mr. and Mrs.
Vernon
Fred Hopkins
too much if a person doesn't feel I spent the weekend with his folks,
of Fulgham.
well enough to enjoy them. Most
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Buster
Bradley
and
folks don't reason, Jerry and Mr's. 011ie Hayden.
lize this, but
DUKEDOM RT. 2
Mrs. Lucy
Pvt. Billy Wilson af ' Camp
Braswell, of
Breckenridge, Ky., spent- the
Joyce Taylor
Stone
Route 2,
weekend with his parents, Mr.
We are glad to see the sun
Mountain,
and Mrs. Charles Wilson.
Ga., realizes it
shine after having so much rain.
very well. Mrs.
Mrs. Lee Snow and son, Roy.
Mrs. Tye Finley visited
her
Braswell takes
! of Greenfield. Tenn., spent the sister, Mrs. T. C. House Thursday
HADACOL,
!
weekend
with her brother, Mr. of last week.
and by taking ,
and Mts. Richard Childress and
HADACOL lIA
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Green
boys.
Jimmie and Billy.
she found she
of Detroit were Tuesday and
is helping her wiW..
Miss
14
Odell Puckett spent Tuesday night guests of Mr. and
system overcome deficiencies of
Thursday night with Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates. Other
visitors
Vitamins 13,, 13,,, Niacin and Iron,
Mrs. Leon Chailton and family. were Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Lowry
which.HADACOL contains.
Mrs. Mayme Bradley entertain- and Mr. and Mrs. John
Here is Mrs. Braswell's own
Yates_
statement: "I have been sick for
ed members of her bridge club
Mrs.
Ruth
returned
Weems
some time tith stomach disTuesday afternoqn.
turbances. I legan taking HADFulton
after
Monday
Mr. and Mrs.%D. H. Barnes of ;from
ACOL and I h ve been taking it
Hopkinsville visited Sunday.with I spending the weekend, with
about six weeks. I ain so much
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Puckett and friends.
better and much stronger. I will
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Bushart and
continue to take HADACOL. It
daughter, Melanie.
children called on his
sure has helped me. I tell my
grandMr.
and
Mrs.
J.
C.
McAlister
friends about HADACOL. I can t
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ed Mount
visited Sunday
night with her
praise HADACOL too much. I
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Will Puck- Sunday night.
am 59 years old."
Mr. and Mrs. Leon McBee, Mrs.
•IVA The Lenten, Corporatism
ett.
Ralph Morgan and Miss Peggy
were Sunday guests
of
I Casey
•
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Quit-Ian Casey of Sharon.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Foy visited
Discontinued patterns and odd lots in
Mr. and Mrs. J. J. McNatt Monday night. Mr. McNatt is not
WALL PAPERS
much better.
Special room lots at bargain prices. Some paper now selling
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Emerson and
as low as
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Crittendon
10C PER ROLL
were Sunday dinn4c guests
of
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Hicks and
family.
Shirley Glisson was the Monnight guests of Mr. and Mrs.
207 Church Street
Fulton
al Bushart and family.
WATER VALLEY
Odell Puckett
Miss Acia Pigue received word
Tuesday that her niece,
Mrs.
Rebecca Underwood of Milburn
fell and broke her hip while at
work at Mayfield.
Mrs. Ruby Linder underwent a
very painful operation Tuesday
at Jones Hospital in Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs J. C. McAlister
visited Wednesday night
with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Will
Puckett and Odell. ,
Mrs. Clara Casey was called to
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Scout got a big sur*ise
when !pated are
grateful to
every
Mrs. J. S. Rose brought over a householder who braved the icy
big platter of chocolate
candy. steps to put out a bundle on SunEverybody had a very big time day.
in spite of the severe weather.
—A Worker.
Now we have already planned
another drive to take place on
Sunday afternoon, January
21.
Crews will leave the Scout Cabin at 2:00 P. M. sharp. Mr. Edi—See—
tor, please help us to get the word
T. H. "Tom" Cowden
around to all your readers.
Phone 1597 Union City, Tenn
The Scout Troops who partici-

I

Value Your Health
More Than Riches

pen
hat
1

I

CLOSE OUT!

EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY

IGIDAI

Anr.Ar

-T-MS-1664
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

DOUBLE FEATURE
A 1950 polio Victim, two and a half year old Joseph Darrell
Raley of Lebanon, holds an "eight-ball" from Governor La vrence Wetherby's desk as 1951 March of Dimes Chairman, Harry
IV. Cooke,. left, and Governor Wetherby explain that the people
of Kentucky are behind him in his fight against polio. Joseph
nas stricken last January 21st and spent five months yi Kosair
Crippled Children Hospital in Louisville. He is one of four children of Mr. and Mrs. Louis Raley, Jr., of Lebanon. Joseph returns to Kosair each week for post-polio treatment.

ROBERT STERLING • JOAN DIXON
KAROO CORTEZ • DANTE

Sunday - Monday - Tuesday

RIO GRANDE

Mr. and Mrs. T. C. House and
Mrs. Ruth Weems called in the
home of Mr. and Mrs.
Harry
Yates Tuesday night.
Billie Moore of Detroit visited
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Moore a few hours Sunday.
Jack Hicks, who has been a patient in the Haws Hospital for
several weeks, returned home
Monday afternoon. His many
friends are happy to see him better and able to be home.

Actually, I don't know
why
waste paper is so badly needed—
all I know is that everybody
keeps calling for it.
This past
weekend all of us wanted to quit.
It was too cold and slippery to
be out but then how can you do
that? Its cold over in Korea, too.
They tell us they need the paper for packing material.
We
simply try to help out. We had
hoped to get at
least a small
bundle from every home. Ap- 1
proximately
5000 newspapers!
Letters To The Editors and magazine material come into
Fulton each
day. If
only we
Dear Mr. Editor:
could get people to save it for us.
May I say that the Boy Scout
Members of the YMBC
and
waste paper drivie on January 7 others
who
are
interest'ed
fell far sho'rt of reasonable ex- have been assisting the Scouts of
pectations. Of course the weather Fulton in the drives. They feel
was bad but we had hoped that that Sunday afternoon is the only
inasmuch as the Scouts were time that crews can be molilized!
willing to put on the drive the
Frank Wiggins was the chief
people would
willing to co- hot dog and refreshment man in
operate.
I last Sunday's drive but
every

A REPUBLIC PICTURE

JOHNtiiAYNE
MAUREEN O'HARA
Directed by

JOHN FORD
A REPUBLIC PICTURE

Wednesday

mom STEVEN
MIND O'BRIEN
GALS STORM

and Thursday

Also..

HOT FROM
POLICE FILLSI

LATEST NEWS

136114
0
1
1\S

SPEED IN THE DEEP

A MUMMA ?VIM
wth Donald Boka • GM Robbres • Mthorcy Rots Roland *mots
Saw Play by (mem Um • Produced t, HiPe STEMMED
Waded Gordon DOJE'.6

Saved By The Bell

Only FRIGIDAIRS
gives you all
these features!
• New full-length food
compartment In larger
.
models
• All-alumloudr, rustproof, adjustable
shelves
• New, deeper, allporcelain stack-up
Hydrators

SPRAYS

• Exclusive DoubleEasy Cluickube Trays

SHAMPOOS

• New half-shelf and
swing down shelf

RINSES

• New
.
, oll-porcelain
Multi-Purpose Troy
• New, all-porcelain
Meat Tray
• More large space for
big items

FAST

• More tall-bottle space
• Large

food

EFFICIENT

freezing

space

2.

rs

FHA LOANS

• Famous, economical
Meter-Miser mechanism

PROOF! YOU CAN'T MATCH
A FRIGIDAIRE!

The ultra-modern Washmobile forces jets of cleaning solvent and water on your car top and
grime in a matter of minutes, and then thoroughly rinses with clear

sides, cutting all dirt and
water.
Come in! Get
the Facts About
All the New
FRIGIDAIRE MODELS

VERY EASY TERMS

uSuf

GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY
Walnut Street

Fulton

No Brushes-No Pads-No Scratches
See it --- Try it The only one i Fulton

BOB WHITE MOTOR COMPANY
FULTON, KENTUCKY
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Find out who sells it by looking in the

ICED WINES
WHISKEY
GIN'
RUM
LIQUERS

DRIVE-IN LIQUOR STORE
"Buck Bushart"

Depot Street

Fulton Route Four

against nations, parent against her &Ism Mrs:. Jehanna. She is a: Day: Hatt great service. Alsa-Sbnchildren and children against ,sweet woman to me. She treated day. The.best thing I can do is to.
Joyce Croce
parents and its a fine thing to I me so nice when she was here serve the Lord. So here is a verse
All our sick folks of this comtake the Lord with you every- ' working for Mr. J. B. Snider. I that Mrs. Bernhad sent me.
and
Mr.
Mrs.
Luther
Pannell
munity are improving at
this
never will forget her kindness to
visited Mr. and Mrs. Junior C4ice where you go.
This werld's great need is
writing.
But I will say please pray for me and I miss her so much.
and
sahration,
Ronnie Sunday.
Friday
Dickey Collier spent
Jesus; You died for us all,
So now I am single again and I
Sunday afternoon guests of Mr. peace we are living in a world
night and Saturday with
Carl
Help us go into all the world,
and Mrs. Les Cruce were: Mr. and of trouble. We are having some don't think there was but one
Wayne Wade.
cold weather here now but yet I man for me and that was Hun
With the precious gospel call.
Edgar Grissom is on the sick Mrs. Earl Hutchison and son, Mr. , am doing fine.
The Lord sure is Dear. My boss
man, Mr. Biky,
and Mrs. Leman Cruce, Mr. and4
1st.
taking care of me. I received a sure is nice to Me. Mr. and Mrs.
Victories that ale
easy are
Pannell-, Mr. and letter
Mr. and Mrs. Abe Thompson Mrs. Luther
from Mrs. Walter Bernhard P. W. Smith is now in Florida. cheap. Those only are worth havspent Mrs. Junior Cruce and son.
and chldren of Paducah
of Farmington, Mich. It sure was I received a card from her. Theyng
i
which come as the result of'
Sunday with his parents.
Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Fon Polsgrove a nice Christian letter. The
Lord was doing fine. They are good hard fighting. —•II. W. Beecher.
and Mrs. John Thompson
and and Boddie, Mr. and Mrs. Grover has some good Christian people people,
too. I miss them so much.
Mrs. Ida Pegram.
Petty visited Mr. and Mrs. Hustle in the world.
I went to church
Christmas Phone 47e 'or Job Printing
Rev. Byron Bishop of
Water Polsgrove Sunday.
She sent me some of her tracts
Valley was a visitor of this comMr. and Mrs. Junior Cruce I and they
are so true. When ? get Most Complete Stock
In Wesi Kentucky
munity Friday afternoon.
visited Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Ows-1 sick I
pray to the Lord to heal
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
Grissom ely Thursday evening.
me. He cured the widow's son and
visited little Linda Collier FriAlvin Cruce visited Mr. and;I have faith enough
in him that
day evening.
Mrs. Junior
Cruce and Ronnie he will cure me.
'
Monday.
People better stop foolishness
Mr. and Mrs. John Thompson
Mrs. E,srl Hutchison and Jerry ' and serve God. He sure will
talc,'
and Mrs. Ida Pegram attended the
spent Thursday with her parents, care of you. If you don't
believe
funeral of Mr. Arch Huddleston
Mr. and Mrs. Les Cruce and Al- it just try it. I never
has seen
Friday
afternoon at the First
Mrs. Matte Bernhard but she is
442 Lake Street
Christian Church in Fulton.
Phone. 2.117i
vin.
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Cruce a Christian woman. I sure love
Mrs. Edgar Grissom spent Tuzsvisited Mr. and Mrs. G. g. Petty
day afternoon with Mrs. Vance
Sunday evening.
Hicks and sewed some.
Mrs. Edgar Grissom

Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Thompson
and Sol Hancock are visiting in
Florida and Texas for a few days.
Willis Howard Hicks of Paducah spent the weekend with his
parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Vance
Hicks and Edna Virginia.
• Mrs. Abe Thompson and daughter spent awhile Sunday with her
sister, Mr. and
Robert
Mrs.
Thompson and Rita.

Fulton

▪ TASTY
+ REFRESHING
Welk,
*

+ ECONOMICAL

1--

+ CONVENIENT
NO OTHER DRINK
GIVES YOU SO MUCH

For

The Writings Of
Mattie Dear
Men quickly warm up to this grand, 93
proof brand with its rich Kentucky taste.
For 82 years Bond 6 Lillard has been
making friends.Introduce yourself,today!
"Uniformly Fine
Since 1869:

PI
Sc

110"
If
WHISMEY
—A BLEND

ROCK SPRINGS

See us for
Nettie Lee Copelen
Miss Shirley Henderson spent
a few days this week with
Mr.
and Mrs. Elmoore Copelen and
, for your workshop
family.
Mrs. Nora Copelen and Marie I
spent Thursday with Mr.
and
BENNETT ELECTRIC
Mrs. Orville Green.
I Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Walston 217 Main
Phone 201
Thursday
I-snent awhile
night
with Mr. and Mrs. Bob Veatch ,
and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Elliott '
snent Friday with Mrs. Lula Con- ,
ner.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmoore Copelen
and girls were visitors of
Mr.
and Mrs. Aubrey Copelen Sunday. Mrs. Nora Copelen visited
Mr. and Mrs. frerman Prince.

Gates V-Belts

Maasan

red
Phlox are vermilion
Our milk will win you
&skim a billion.

PHONE 013

l

NATiL,..AL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS CORP., NEW Win, N. Y."*. 65% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS

(

HERE'S THE NEW 151 DODGE
New Inside...New Outside
with a Completely New Kind ofRide

NEWininore ways than ears costing etp to1,000 mom
AT A

ECRET PREVIEW THESE FAMOUS
AMERICANS SAID:

TELEPHONE LINES ARE HUMMING
This country's telephone service is one of its greatest assets in rime or
emergency. It unites millions of people—helps thousands of businesses to
get things done quicker—and is a vital part of our national defense.

He WILLIAMS When I first
ocw
i car,its smart
good looks and its new engineering advances made me put
it in the expensive car class,"
sass Ted Williams, baseball's
great left-handed slugger.

BETTY HUTTON—"It's so big, so
roomy, with greater visibility
for every passenger," says Betty
Hutton,• famous for her own
exuberant way of puttin5 over
a song. "And so luxuriously
appointed, inside and outl"

Now YOU can ma in The new 1951 car that thrilled hundredi
In secret previews coast-to-coast? Yes, faindus Americans and
people in all walks of life—engineers, stylists, architects, mechanics
—were excited by its stunning new beauty and host of engineering
Improvements . .. were amazed that any car offering so much
sells for so little!
New Riding Principle! New Orillow shock absorber system brings
you a truly new kind of ride ... lets you "float" down roads that
stop other cars. Here's a new kind of smoothness—over the same
roads that jarred and "hammered" you in the past! Whether it's
cobblestones or country ruts—wheels stay on the ground.
New Watchtower Visibility! Here's visibility for all passengers
through the new wider windshield and deeper, wider panoramic
rear window—for greater safety, comfort. Here's new spaciousness
inside to let vou ride relaxed, uncrowded. Yet outside, its new
beauty is sleek and trim for easier handling and parking.
See the New 1951 Dodge January 20thl Step in at your Dodge
dealer's. Learn how you could pay up to $1,000 more and still
not get all the new beauty, extra room, famous dependability of
this great new Dodge!

In the past five years Southern Bell has nearly doubled the'number of
telephones in service ... nearly doubled long distance circuits, tripled
rural telephones and made- the service faster and better.
All this growth is proving of particular value right now as the South
becomes-a more and more vital part of the arsenal of democracy. One
, reason this country can out-produce

The
met Th
home

Missi.:sippi Plantation Life:

I thank the Lord Jesus that I
am yet alive. My health is ok. I
went to church Sunday.
Had
good service. Preacher's ,text was
Mark 15:13, 14. Subject: "He Had
Done no Evil." He sure preached
All the farmers took advantage a wonderful sermon but let Matof the down pour of rain Satur- tie rear tell you one thing we
day night and Sunday .which the are living in a in.c.mn torn world
t9bacco all come in order and and it takes earnest prayers tthey all got their crops down and inak it good.
vi011 be busy the next, few weeks
We 111 should pray to the Lord
getting it ready for market.
to bring peace out of confusion
Sherrell Olive spent
Friday tnd I 'see in the Bible where it
night with his grandparents, Mr. said all these things had to be.
end Mrs. Lester brown of Fulton. , It said before the end nations

Drink Lots of

ZW11111
ENJOY
MRS. C

any other is because it has the most

I. and best telephone service in the world. ((
.SOUTHERN SELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

DALE CARNEOIE—"I think I
know what influences people,
and this new car will do it,"
says famous author of "How
to Win Friends and Influence
People" and "How to Stop
Worrying and Start Living.'
•Soon to be mion In GmIl B. DerAIlle's "THE GREATEST SHOW
ON EARTH," a Paramount Releose,.,Color by Technicolor

ATKINS MOTOR COMPANY

7e Beau/Wit/ New

1951 DODGE
ON 0/SPLAY JANUARY 20Z

209 FOURTH STREET

c'hlayfield Highway.
The president, Mrs .James May
'Hinkley, conducted lee business
meeting, Committees reported
and plans were macie for a tee
to be 6gld in February.
11ENNETT HOMEMAKERS
Mrs! McLeod, Home DemonENJOY MEETING WITH
stration Agent, announced a ReMRS. 0. C. CROFT
creatinonal workshop to be held
The Bennett Homemakers Club Thursday night
at Cayce
and
met Thursday, January 11 in the plans were made
for as many as
home of Mrs. di C. Croft on the possible to attend.
The ladies at

SOCIETY

ATTENTION FARMERS
We are now back in the Poultry Buying Business.
For honest, prompt and courteous service,'bring
your poultry
or call us for pickups-No charge.
Expert Culling Service FREE-Try us and be convinced.
We are still located in back of the Kroger Store in FultonStation now under inn v management.

THE TOMZIK CREAM STATION
-PHONE 134_
FULTON, KENTUCKY

the Bennett ChM heiie to tears
many games to provide fun and
relaxation for the entire community for months to come.
After a
bountiful
pot luck
luncheon the meeting was turned
over to Mrs. Ardel Harrington,
Recreation Leader, who led the
group in contests and singing.
The Home management leaders, Mrs. Bob Davis and Mrs. L.
P. Carney, gave a lesson on Storage, stressing the necessity for
storages and pointing out simple
ways in which
extra
storage
places may be
added to
our
homes.
There were 17 members
and
three visitors, Mrs. Lola Howard,
Mrs. Lon Kimbel and Mrs. Bertha Stevens, attending.
Late in the afternoon the meeting was adjourned to meet again
Feb. 8 with Mrs. Smith Brown.
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Matheny and
es A. N.
Neal
Looney.
Preceding the supper the business was opened with advance of
colors by Mrs. Ardell Sams, Sgt.
at Arms followed by the group
singing
"America." Mrs. Jack
Speight, post
chaplain led in
prayer.
Mrs. Allen Austin called
the
meeting to order and roll call by
Mrs. Frank Wiggins, secretary.
Reports were given by Mrs. R. L.
Harris, historian and money was
appropriated to buy
book for
Auxiliary history.
Other reports were given
bg
Mrs. Carey
Frields, publicity
chairman. Mrs. Austin gave a report on membership drive- just
completed. The goal of 100 was
LEGION AUXILIARY
reached by December 31.
ENJOYS POT LUCK
SUPPER ON JAN. 11
Dues were collected also money
Many members of the Ameri- from Christmas cards and wrappcan Legion
Auxiliary Marshal ings sales. The Auxiliary voted
Alexander Post No. 72 met this to donate $25.00 to the iron lung
past Thursday night. January 11 which is being purchased for the
at 6:30 enjoying-a pot luck sup- community. Mrs. Austin gave a
per with one guest, Mrs. J. H. report on the Christmas baskets
Ponds. Hostesses were: Mesdant bought for a veteran's family of
which food, clothing and
tqys
were carried to the family
by
Mrs. Austin.
Discussion of the Valentine and
bingo party was given and various chairmen were appointed to
take care of this. The meeting
was closed with retirement of the
colors.
This month's subject was
on
"Legislation and National Security" and an interesting article
was given by Mrs. Mozelle Rawls,
d'strict
president. Mrs. Austin
read a letter from the
White
House answering the telegrams
sent by the Auxiliary in regard
to Universal Military Training.
The year books were completed
and distributed among the group
by Mrs. Wiggins.

People like Coke•••
serve it!
f
ir 0

6 Bottle Carton 25c
:

At home
SERVE

Guests refreshed
enjoy themselves...
contribute to the occasion

&KZ

sunup UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY IT
FULTON COCA-COLA BOTTLLNG CO., INC.
01951,The Coco-Cola

Look Big Sale Look Big Sale
SALE ON 100 LADIES
DRESS COATS

MEN SUITS -- 35.00
VALUE '9.50 T°'12.50

SALE ON 150 LADIES AND
CHILDREN'S DRESSES
50''
1.00- 75'
SALE ON BOYS' AND GIRLS
TOP (OATS
50 Or More

00

"

2.00
4.00

3.00

BIG BARGAINS COME IN
AND SEE

SMART STYLE

BIG SALE ON MENS'
WORK CLOTHS
OVERALLS
and the
BIG POCKET KAKI ARMY
PANTS
and also all kinds of
WORK PANTS
and SHIRTS.
New and used. Come See.

BRUCE BARGAIN
50 LADIES COTTON HOSE
SALE-50'
25 BOY'S SWEATERS
(OAT-TYPE - SALE $1.39
BRUCE BARGAIN STORE,
Corner 4th ar.d Lake St. Ext.

200 SECOND HAND ARMY
SHOES '3.50
SLIPPERS $3.75
If you are looking for Bargains,
Come in and look Bruce's Bargain
Store Corner 4th & Lake St. Ext,

Fulton Ky Bargain Store
Cor. 4th & Lake St Ext

C. P. BRUCE

Come on Friends

MRS. WICK SMITH
HONORED SATURDAY
AT STORK SHOWER
Mrs. Wick Smith was complimented with a
pink and
blue
shower Saturday night given by
Mrs. C. D. Jones at the home of
Mrs. Sam
Jones on
Paschall
Street.
Games were enjoyed during the
evening and prizes were awarded
to Mrs. T. J. Smith, Jr., and Mrs.
James McMinn.
The hostess served a delicious
party
plate to the
following
guests: Mesdames Tolbert Dallas,
Stanley Parham, Hal Seawright,
Carl Puckett, Jr., Ed Eingle, David
Homra, James
McMinn, T. J.
Smith Sr., T. J. Smith, Jr., Howard Adams, E. E. Huffman, W. E.
Jackson, V. L. Freeman, Sam
Jones and L. L. Moss.
Those sending gifts were: Mesdames Jack Jones, Charles Browder, Billy Jolley, Jim Rust, Charles Tyner, Thomas Vowel!, John
Joe Campbell, Harry West and
Misses Aline and Kathleen Rust,
Marjorie" Puckett, Barbara Roberts and Susan Adams.
MISS PATSY GREEN
AND WHAYNE BYASSEE
TO BE MARRIED SOON
Announcement was made this
week of the engagement of Miss
Patsy Green, daughter of
Mrs.
Lola Green and Pete Green
of
Fulton to Whayne Byassee, Jr.,
also of Fulton.
Miss Green is a graduate ,of
Fulton High School in the class
of 1.950 and. has been employed
since her
graduation as bookkeeper at the Fulton Daily Leader.
Mr. Byasseee is the son of Mrs.
A. R. Stephens of Fulton and
Whayne E. Byassee of St. Louis,
Mo. He is a graduate of Fulton
High School in the class of 1949
and is employed at the A. R.
Stephens Lumber Yard.
SUE FORREST
HONORED WITH
BIRTHDAY PARTY
Miss Sue Forrest was honored
with a birthday
party
Friday
night given by her aunt, Mrs. C.
P. Bruce.
The guests arrived at six thirty
and were served a delicious chili
supper with birthday cake and
Coca-Colas. Miss
Peggy Owen
was the contest winner.
The honoree received
many
nice gifts.
Invited guests were: Misses
Forrest, Mollie Wiley, Diane Bennett, Betty
Gregory, Carolyn
Johns, Peggy Owen, Jackie Edwards, Becky
Wiseman,
Nell
Holland and Janet Allen.

Better Cough Relief
When new drugs or old fail to stop
your cough or chest cold don't delay.
Creomulsion contains only safe, helpful, proven ingredients and no narcotics to disturb nature's process. It
goes right to the scat of the trouble to
aid nature soothe and heal raw, tender, inflamed bronchial membranes.
Guaranteed to please you or druggist
refund-s money. Creomulsion has stood
the test of many millions of users.

MULSION
I CREO
relieves Coughs, Chest Cold., Acute eroechitle

Buy Aluminum....For Lasting Wear!
"MIRRO" ALL-ALUMINUM

All-Aluminum

8-Cup Electric

TEA KETTLES

PERCOLATOR
Complete with cord;
extra-good value at only

$6.95
Samson "Dial-A Heat" automatic

Sessions Electric

IRONS

ALARM CLOCKS

Streamlined! Light weight, only
4-lbs.! Complete with cord.

Radium dial for nife vision;
mantel-type; Ivory plastic case

$9.95

$4.95

COFFEE MAKERS
CORY-SILEX
-Gold Seal - Range Tec

Off

4-CUP, SIX CUP
SEVEN - CUP - 8 - CUP

REGULAR PRICE
WHILE THEY LAST

COLD WEATHER IS COFFEE WEATHER!
Coffee ... on hand in a jiffy with these coffee Have hot coffee.. Good
guesswork in making; just let the water boil makers. Eliminate the
into the coffee, lei it cool
down and presto! your GOOD coffee is ready.
Here are bargains for you
if you hurry in now before they are gone.
Very nice!

All aluminum!

32-PIECE SET
DISHES

BUN WARMER

Gold band design!
Complete service for 6!

Also ideal for keeping biscuits, toast
or other
warm things warm at serving time!
Burnproof handjes.

ONLY $5.95

ONLY $1.95

24-HOUR RADIO REPAIR SERVICE
In today, out tomorrow. Complete line of tubes, parts, etc.
All work guaranteed.

THIS WEEK'S HIT PARADE ON RECORDS
POPULAR:

HILBILLY:

BLUES

1. Tennessee Waltz

I. Golden Rocket

I. Teardrops from my eyes

2. The Thing

2. Shotgun Boogie

2. Please send me someone

3. My Heart Cries for Vi

3. I'm Movin' On

to love
3. Bad, Bad Whisky

4. Harbor Lights

4. Moanin' the blues

5. Nevertheless

5. Tennessee Waltz

6. A Bushel and a Peck

6. If You've got the money, I've got the time

5. Rockin Blues

7. Thinking of You

7. Love Bug Itch

6. Lemonade

8. Be My Love

8. Remember Me

7. Oh Babe

9. All My Love
10. You're just in Love

9. There's
m
been a change
in
10. I Love you a thousand
Ways

4. Anytime, Anyplace.
Anywhere

s. Louisiana

Blues

9. Le. v Society Blues
10. Old Time shuffle blues

FULTON ELECTRIC
& FURNITURE Co.
Phone 100

Ernest Lowe, Mgr.

Fulton, Ky.

New Location .... 217 East Fourth Street
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DR HARRELL REPORTS HEALTHY YEAR:
WARNS OF MAN-MADE DISEASES IN 1951
There have been no deaths in
diptheria.
Fulton County from
typhoid fever, small pox and only a few from pneumonia; once
causes of
one of the leading
Dedeath, the County Health
partment announced today.
Dr. J. F. Harre 1, Director of
the Department, released -• survey of the 1950 reports of comincidence. Inmunicable disc
d olher measures
vestigation
tically wiped oat many
have
childhood diseases. The doctor said that 1951 may bring a
new and bigger job'to the public
health program. It could be a defense job against man-made diseases. It might be possible, not
probable, for enemy agents to set
by
up a wide spread epidemic
strowing disease germs.
childhood
Many diseases of
have been conquered. But small
'pox and typhoid fever among adults is a different story. While it
is a state law for every person in
vaccinated
Kentucky to be
against small pox, it has been a
rather difficult law to carry out,
especially within the past few
years. We are in almost constant
contact with people from out of
the stint and other places which
possibly have not enforced vaccimingling
nation. The constant
with transients will grow- more

and more, as the big plant near
Kevil grows.
School children are well protected against diseases, but adults
are not. Hence, it might pay adults well to consider their health
under these circumstances, and
vaccinated againit small pox and
typhoid fever to do so.

DEATHS
MRS. ANNIE H.

HAMBERS

Funeral services for Mrs. Annie
Hughes Chambers, widow of the
late Malcolm Chambers, who died
Sunday at Haws Hospital following a long illness, were held Tuesday morning in the chapel of the
Funeral. Home
Paul Hornbeak
with the Rev. Lewis D. Ferrell,
Baptist
First
pastor of the
burial
Church officiating with
in Greenlee cemetery.
in
Mrs. Chambers was born
City
Obion County near Union
August 14, 1887, the daughter of
Parchman Hughes
Mrs. Willie
and the late W. P. Hughes. She
married Mr. Chambers June 30,
1908.

BARGAINS WHILE THEY LAST:
Ultra-Sheer, First Quality

LDUPONT NYLON HOSIERY
PAIR
f.igrPERGOuleiR
FORRESTER'S SHOE SHOP
1 -e0ii
$1.06

Fulton, Ky.

Main Street

Reserve District No. 8

Charter No. 6167

Report Of Condition Of The

CITY NATIONAL BANK
Of.Fulton
IN THE STATE OF KEN'tUCKY, AT THE
CLOSE OF BUSINESS ON DECEMBER 30,
1950. PUBLISHED IN RESPONSE TO CALL
MADE BY COMPTROLLER OF THE'CURRENCY, UNDER SECTION 5211, U. S. REVISED STATUTES

Since earli childhood she was I E. E. Mount, W W. Evans, W. S. was found by her daughter, Mrs.
made her home in Fulton .with iGayle, L. A. Clifton and Rev. C. Carl Weeks Saturday afternoon.
She was** member of the
the execption of a short period of ;.}1. Warren.
I Wingo Metil•Flist Church.residence in Corinth, Miss„ and
in Martin, Tenn. Following her MRS. SARA JANE WOOTEN ! Survivors are: a son, Thomas
husbhnd's death in 1945 she reof
Mayfield; four
Funeral services for Mrs. Sara Jackson
her ,Jane Wooten, one of Water Val- daughters, Mrs. Carl Weeks of
turned to Fulton to make
home.
ley's oldest citizen who died at Mayfield, Mrs. Carinie Page 'of
She was an active member of' the home of her daughter, Mrs. Dukedom, Mrs. Leonard Hankins
and Mrs. Wayne
Valley i of Paducah
the First Baptist Church of Ful- Claudie Jobe in Water
ton as long as her health permit- Sunday morning, were held Mon- Campbell of Detroit; her mother,
Little Obion Mrs. Alice Russell Farmer; three
day afternoon at
ted.
of
daughter, Baptist Church near Wingo with sisters, Mrs. Clara Clulstie
Survivors are: her
Mrs. Mary Hughes Watson; her Bro. Leonard Young. officiating Long Beach. Calif., Mrs. N. G.
mother, Mrs. W. P. Hughes; a sis- with burial in the church ceme- Walker of Akron, Ohio and Mrs.
C. tery under the direction of Jack- Reed McAlister of Fulton.
ter-in-law, Mrs. Kathleen
son Brothers.
k husband preceded lier"i;
'
Het
Chitwoecl and other relatives.
She leaves feur sons, J. R. death twelve years ago.
Active pallbearers were: Hal
Ramer, Martin, Carl Croft, Edgar Wooten of itkoton, Jesse Wooten
Shore, Rives, Tenn., Clarence of Water Valley, J. E. Wooten of
of
PIERCE NEWS
Bufford, Union City, Ed Kirk- Detroit and Jonah Wooten
daughters, Mrs.
land, Union City and J. E. Fall, Paducah; two
We had quite a young flood
Water Valley
Jr.
Claudie Jobe of
here Sunday. Most everyone had
Honorary pallbearers were: J. with whom she made her home to miss
church and
Sunday
Water
Mrs.
of
E.
M.
Pittman
and
F. Fall, Sr., C. L. Maddox, Dr.
School because the water was too
Mrs.
a
Betty
Valley;
sister,
P. J. Trinca, Dr. Glynn Bunn,
high across the levee.
Dr. R. W. Brandon, Martin, Tenn., Duke of Water Valley; a half sisMr. and Mrs. Leonard Finch
Becky
Hopkins
of
ter,
Detroit;
_
two half-brothers, Wash Mullins and children of Mason Hall were
Finch's
of Hickman and Beeler Mullins Sunday guests if Mrs.
ADS
parents, Mr. and Mrs. D. L. Mayof Wingo.
hall.
Twenty four grandchildren andi
Mrs. and Mrs. Buford Adams of
BUY—SELL—hIRE—RENT
forty great grandchildren and
of Mr.
three great-great grandchildren near Martin were guests
and Mrs. Bud Stem a short time
with an economical classified also survive.
Monday.
ad in this column, read each
week throughout the Fulton
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Holland
CHOATE
BOB
trade area. No other method
and Linda of Fulton visited Mr.
Services for Bob Choate, 66,
reaches so many for so little.
and Mrs. William E. Long and
of Wingo, who
First Insertion 3c per word well know farmer
David Sunday afternoon.
died Sat, afternoon at his home,
(minimum, 50c)
Miss Roberta DeMyer is on the
2c were held Monday afternoon at /sick list.
/
Each Succeeding Insertion 11
the Shiloh
Methodist Church'
per word.
near Clinton with
Rev. L. E.
We will be glad to help you Moore and Rev. Allen Rohr offiburial in Shiloh
prepare your ad at our office; ciating with
or mail it in with the money. cemetery under the direction of
All classified ads are cash in the Whitnel Funeral Home.
advance.
He is survived by three sons,
Cecil Choate of Water
Valley,
Eldred Choate of Fulton, James
Alton Choate of
Wingo, three
BALDWIN PIANOS daughters.'Mrs. Johnny Abbott of
The -chpice of the world's great Huntingdon, Tenn., Mrs. Attie
pianists
Lynch of Wingo, Mrs. Vivian
Murphy of Wingo; two brothers.
Sales
Piano
Feezle
Ed and Tom Choate of Clinton:
two sisters, Mrs. Carrie Owsley
622 Broadway
and Mrs. Alice Crain of BandanPaducah, Kentucky
na, Ky., 12 grand children and
Have the floors in your
home that dingy look? ReMAYTAG WASHERS, standard two great grand children, several
surface and refinish them.
and automatic models, $124.95 nieces and nephews.
You can easily make them
and up. Sales and service.
look like now. Do the lob
MRS. RUBY JACKSON
Bennett Electric, Phone 201,
yourself. W.can rent you
Fulton, Ky.
th•ea odinq twinipmentand
Funeral per/ices for Mrs. Ruby
supply the materials you
Jackson, 54,, who died Friday
need. Ask us how to do it.
SEE US FOR YOUR PHONO- night at. hts.tome in Wingo, were
RECORDS: Latest conducted Ittisday afternoon at
GRAPH
pop-tunes, hillbilly, classics, or the Wingo'
ethodist Church
FURNITURE CO.
45 RPM, etc. Standard or long with the Rev. Ralph Champion
EXCHANGE
playing. Sport Center. 324 Wal- officiating.
.
Phone 35
207 Church
nut, Fulton, Ky.
Mrs. Jackson died of a heart attack while sleeping.
Her body
REGULAR LODGE MLETING:
tonight, ,8:00,p. m. Be sure to
attend. LoyalOrder, of Moose,
212 Church Street, Fulton.

CLASSIFIED

.
liossassisimano

FOR RENT: Floor sander, edger
and polisher. Fulton Paint &
Glass Company, 210 Church
Street, Phone 909.

FRY'S JEWELRY
Fulton Theatre Building
Phone 916
Main St.
Prompt service
Watch and Clock repairing.
All Work Guaranteed.

—ASSETS—
Cash, balances with other banks, including reserve balance, and cash items in process of
$ 1,015,934.97
collection
United States Government obligations, direct
2,632,132.00
and guaranteed
3,485.00
Obligations of States and political subdivislons
1.00
debentures
and
notes,
Other bonds,
Corporate stocks (including $4,800.00 stock of
4,801.00
Federal Reserve Bank)
Loans and discounts (including $ None over480,213.33
drafts)
Bank Premises owned $16,000.00, furniture and
23,073.00
fixtures $7,073.00

Keep your eyes on
O. K.
Used Car Lot for
bargains.
CITY MOTOR CO.
Fulton, Ky.

$ 4,159,640.30

TOTAL ASSETS

—LIABILITIES—
Demand deposits of individuals, partnerships,
$ 3,859,583.80
and corporations
Deposits of United States Government (includ32,340.08
ing postal savings)
35,054.81
Deposits of States and political subdivisions.
8,269.01
Deposits of banks
Other deposits (certified and cashier's checks,
5,446.72
etc.)
$3,940,694.42
TOTAL DEPOSITS
8,897.75
Other liabilities

I RAY'S SANDWICH SHOP I

TOTAL CAPITAL ACCOUNTS

NE
AT

left
w he
day
Pros:
one

"Hickory Smoked'

HOME - MADE CHILI
Ray Hunter, Prop.
Curb Service
Gene ("Smoky': laindola, Operating Mgr.

EAD)

New...and YEARS

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER
TO YOUR KITCHEN
Choice of ten beautiful decorator colors, In gleaming plastic
handle insets, to accent your
kitchen color scheme. Easily
Interchangeablel

they're teilitiMtel

80,000.00
80,000.00
40,556.43

•Pantry-Dor
•Butter Keeper
•50-1h. Freezer Locker
•Fresh Meat Drawer
•2 Coldstream Crispers
•Stainless Steel Shelves
•Acid Resisting Porcelain Enamel Interior
•9.2 cu. ft. "big family" capacity

9,492.70
210,048.13

Assets pledged or assigned to secure liabilities
None
and for other purposes
State of Kentucky, County of Fulton, ss:
I, C. P. Williams, Executive Vice President and Cashier of
the above-named bank, do solemnly swear that the above
statement is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
C. P. WILLIAMS,
Executive Vice-Pres. and Cashier.

SEE THE COMPLETE LINE
Y MODELS

SEED COMPANY
Phase 17

CaNce, KY

THOMSON PHOSPHATE COMPANY
407 South Circabotn St , Chicago 5, II
A.

7 SIZES

COME IN AND SEE THEM TODDY AT.••

PAUL NAILLING IMP CO.
314 Walnut

7 PRICES

"
fcorn$219

Model HA-92 — $369.95

AUSTIN & AUSTIN

Sworn to and subscribed before me this 12 day of January,
1951.
—J. E. FALL, Notary 'Public.
My commission expires Mar.
9, 1962.
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They'reisere ... the newest refrigerators
for 1951! Yeats 'dead ... in style, convenience, features! See the great, new
.
Model HA-92 with.

—MEMORANDA—

will
Ken
dies
Exec
from
Janu
ing
the
gatho

Co

1951 REFRIGERATORS

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND CAPITAL ACCOUNTS
$ 4,159,640.30

Correct—Attest:
N. G. COOICE
L. H. WEAKS
J. D. DAVIS
Directors.

Pit Bar-B-Q

Hamburgers
-The fle,t For 1,e-"

who has
WILL THE PERSON
borrowed -Vol. 5, "History of
Kentucky" from me please be
return it at
good en12ugh to
once? My records fail to disclose to whom this book was
loaned and I am anxious to
together. Joe
have my set
Browder, phone 13.

used
by more
farmers than any
other powdered
rock PHOSPHATE!

In
clout;
Kitt'
...
then
Dalt
visec
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field
/*is
Mei
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6th
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first
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clayt he
- --

—CAPITAL ACCOUNTS—
Capital Stock:
$
(c) Common stock (total par $80,000.00)
Surplus
Undivided profits
Reserves,(and retirement account for preferred
.
stock)

VI

STATE IS OFFERING
BRUCELLOSIS PLAN

FOR SALE: 54 acre farm. Nice
with lights and telephone. On
gravel. Well fenced. Possession
H. L.
in thirty days. $5500.
Hardy. -

$ 3,949,592.17

TOTAL LIABILITIES

Bennett went to ily. This disease. is highly infecMrs. G. L.
Dickson, Tenn., with a co-worker tious to the human being and the
up
picked
to negotiate a new contract. She infection can be
raw milk,
.through the use of
returned Friday night.
various
Mrs. Bodie Jonakin and Mrs. chedse, ice crea mand
Norman Jonakin of Route 2 and oper dairy products, also from
Mrs. Jack Lowe and Jane were sfie butchering and handling of
dinner guests of Mrs. Christine animals infected with Brucellosis.
Pierce Tuesday,.
The Division of Livestock SaniThe Pierce friends of Ernest tation has three
programs in
Norman are very sorry to hear of Kentucky at this time for the
his illness and wish for him an control of this disease.
early recovery.
Plan'A is a program in which
Little Jane Bobbit Lowe has a the entire herd is blood tested
light case of scarlet fever.
and ,a segregation and slaughter
of all reactors found:
. Plan 13 is a program of calfhood vaccination and blood testing whereby the entire herd is
negative
blood tested and the
calves vaccinated - between the
eight
and
months.
The State Board of_Agriculture ages of four
through the Livestock Sanitation
Plan C is a program whereby
De- only the calves between the ages
Division of the Kentucky
partment of Agriculture, is of- of four and eight months are vaca cinated in the herd without
fering to the general public
a
Brucellosis program in Kentucky blood test.
for the control of Brucellosis in
livestock, which is known as UnPhone 470 ior Job Printing
dulant Fever in the human fam-

Fulton

Phone 16
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